Introducing a new number system
NEGATIVE RADIX ARITHMETIC
In-depth software...

...at your fingertips for the finest 24-bit I/C computer buy ...

...DDP-124

Every µ-COMP DDP-124 includes 253 field-proven software programs, FORTRAN IV compiler with Boolean capabilities, compatible symbolic assembler ... and more. That's a lot of 24-bit software strength at your fingertips to help solve your programming problems.

Hardware? DDP-124 features I/C µ-PAC logic modules for high reliability, high performance, high speed at low cost ... and its specs make it an ideal computer for flight simulation, message switching, physics research, radar tracking, data acquisition, scientific computation, missile tracking, impact prediction.

Interested in the finest 24-bit I/C computer? Write today for new DDP-124 brochures with complete software listing. Honeywell, Computer Control Division, Old Connecticut Path, Framingham, Massachusetts 01701.

Honeywell
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Tantalum’s best for the big brains. It figures.

The all-new KEMET W-Series Solid Tantalum capacitor. The smallest molded solid tantalum available... in an ultra-thin profile square case for peak form factor... standard card mounting for instant plug-in... all at a new low price.

It’s an ideal by-pass or coupling capacitor for computers... color and portable TV... quality electronic instruments. It features ultra-low leakage and is, effectively, air cooled. Its case is only 0.345” x 0.228” x 0.105”.

Want a hard-working, stackable, tiny tantalum capacitor? That’s the new KEMET W-Series. See your representative or mail the coupon.

Capacitance Range: KEMET W-Series

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Voltage (85°C)</th>
<th>Min./Max. (Microfarads)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.082/22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.082/15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>0.082/8.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>0.082/6.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>0.082/4.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>0.082/2.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.082/1.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Clip, fill in name and title, attach to letterhead.

Union Carbide Corporation Components Department Dept. CD-5 270 Park Avenue New York, N.Y. 10017

Please send details on W-Series KEMET Solid Tantalum Capacitors

Name:

Title:

KEMET is a registered trade mark of Union Carbide Corporation.
Low cost (only $195.00)
Small size (3" x 4" x 4")
High reliability (fewer parts)

Breakthrough

"Ball Sensing" Tape Reader

A sensing design breakthrough by Invac means Tape Readers are now available for only $195.00 (less standard discounts) with smaller size and inherent high reliability as extra bonuses. The Model R-360 utilizes a unique "reading" method, "Ball Sensing", and accommodates 5, 6, 7 or 8 channel tapes (paper, mylar and aluminized mylar) at speeds up to 60 characters per second.

Invac's new Tape Reader is completely self contained, . . . no motors or clutches used, direct logic level outputs . . . no amplifiers required. The tape transport mechanism is positive-indexing, solenoid-actuated, and operates asynchronously from 12, 26 or 48 volt D.C. sources. The Model 360 is available as a separate component, mounted on a 19" panel, or with a panel-mounted tape handler.

Write for the Model R-360 Technical Bulletin

IT'S INVAC FOR ADVANCED PERIPHERAL EQUIPMENT

26 Fox Road, Waltham, Mass. 02154 Tel. (617) 899-2380
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What to look for in a good miniature rack and panel connector.
Miniaturization. Amphenol can give you rack and panel connectors with envelope dimensions of less than 2 1/2" by 5/8". With positive locking devices, too.

More Contact Density. .100" contact centers to .050" in standard lines for 24-, 26- or 28-gauge wire—with no loss of dielectric strength. Environmental or non-environmental.

Greater Shielding Use. To provide protection through the connector, Amphenol gives you shielded contacts in key product lines.

Wide Selection—Fast Delivery. Chances are most distributors have what you need in stock. If not, call your Amphenol Sales Engineer or write Amphenol Connector Division, 1830 S. 54th Ave., Chicago, Ill. 60650.

Specify Amphenol... the leading name in cable, connectors, assemblies, rf switches, potentiometers, motors, microelectronics
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These little time-savers can help simplify, economize, and automate your printed circuit board production. Specifically designed for users of printed circuit boards, they each incorporate AMP's quarter century of development and experience in precision solderless techniques. One or more can benefit you if you use printed circuit boards.

For example, AMP-IN* Printed Circuit Pins (A) may be attached at rates up to 4,000 an hour; snap-in design holds leads in position for easy solder dipping. With AMP's handy Test Probe Receptacles (B), test points may be provided anywhere on printed circuit boards. Color coded for quick location; double-ended probe entry. The AMP-EDGE* Single Circuit Edge Connector (C) is a quick disconnect contact that fits an edge slot in printed circuit boards from .040" to .093" thick. Its wiping action pre-cleans board contacts. AMP's Printed Circuit Board Disconnect (D) comprises a staked pin and a receptacle which is crimped to the lead. This enables you to bring a variety of wires to a printed circuit board and to disconnect them at will.

Components are held in place during assembly with CIRCUITIP* Terminals (E), which also promote uniform solder fillets; machine-applied at rates of 7,200 an hour. The many ways to use AMP's Reusable Component Test Receptacles (F) include testing, breadboarding, and modular connector design. One size accepts leads from .018" to .040" in diameter; eliminates soldering.

The newest product for printed circuit boards is AMP's Printed Circuit Board Fastener (G), which speeds up the process of assembling a printed circuit board to a chassis and greatly aids servicing. Includes types which facilitate component mounting and power input connections radio, TV, Hi-Fi, vending, and commercial control products. Write today for full information about any of these useful printed circuit board aids. Or, let us help solve your special printed circuit problem.

*Trademark of AMP INCORPORATED

AMP INCORPORATED
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania

A-MP* products and engineering assistance are available through subsidiary companies in:
Australia • Canada • England • France • Holland • Italy • Japan • Mexico • Spain • West Germany
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The Unbeatable IC System:

Your logic design and Raytheon Computer modules and hardware.

- Test points in module handle.
- Connectors in blocks of 10, 30 and 40 for fast system assembly.
- Color-coded module functions.
- Ready for our automatic wire wrap service.
- Laminated power bus bars installed and wired in each module case. Reduces noise, eliminates power inter-connections, cuts hours from assembly and test time.

Raytheon Computer's M-Series — more than 30 modules—connectors, cases, power supplies and power distribution are so thoroughly engineered you can concentrate on logic and electronic design, not mechanical details. Every step—design, assembly, test, check-out, troubleshooting—is easier than you thought it could be.

We'll even help you design your logic. Call or write today for a visit from a helpful applications engineer or for the whole story in print. Ask for Data File M-136. Raytheon Computer, 2700 S. Fairview St., Santa Ana, Calif., 92705, Phone: (714) 546-7160.
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This 16-bit, real-time computer multiplies faster, has a faster throughput, and costs less than the Sigma 2.

It's our SEL 810A, for high-speed data acquisition and control. All integrated circuits, 3 levels of priority interrupt, 4K memory, teletype, high-speed hardware multiply and divide, real-time I/O structure, and an outstanding software package. Price: $23,950. Delivery: 60 days. Systems Engineering Laboratories, 6901 West Sunrise Blvd., Fort Lauderdale, Fla. 33310, Area Code 305 587-2900. Offices also in Washington, D.C.; Los Angeles, San Francisco, Calif.; Boston, Mass.; Cleveland, Ohio; Houston, Tex.; Huntsville, Ala.; Orlando, Fla.

Systems Engineering Laboratories
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If you want the best connectors money can buy, start with this catalog first!

This booklet gives capsule reviews of specifications and general information on Continental's precision electronic connectors. Check your requirements against the most complete and reliable product lines for printed circuitry and rack and panel interconnection applications. Each connector series meets the critical standards of design and application engineers in both commercial and military systems including computers, electronic data processing, communications, aerospace, telephone and other intricate electronic equipment.

For the Sales Representative Nearest You, See Our Listings in EEM and VSMF Directories.
Yes. You can get every wire and cable you need for a computer system in one neat package...from Brand-Rex

You save a lot of shopping around because Brand-Rex makes:
- Back-Panel Wires
- Hook-Up Wires
- Miniature, Air-Spaced Coaxial Cable
- Power Supply Wires
- Patch Cord Wires
- Interconnecting cables and Communication Cables.

You can have just about any configuration...single wire, round cable, ribbon cable, custom profiles...and your choice of insulations including Kynar, Polysulfone, Teflon (FEP and TFE), PVC, semi-rigid PVC, PVC/nylon, polyethylene, foamed polyethylene, FEP/nylon, Rulan and Neoprene. Matched colors if you want.

Our engineers are constantly developing new cable designs for leading computer manufacturers. So if existing Brand-Rex products don't meet your needs, we'll come up with new designs that will.

Hooking-up a computer system? Get all the wire and cable from one good source. Ask Brand-Rex.
MODULINE® microcircuits have solved the problems of technology trade-offs.

Silicon integrated circuits, thick and thin films, tantalum nitride or nickel-chromium on silicon, discrete semiconductor devices active or passive—each has its own technology advantages for the circuit designer.

Until today, the designer lived with the limitations of each technique as well. Circuit design and component selection finally ended after the battle with technology trade-offs.

MODULINE® MICROCIRCUITS

Now Sprague introduces Moduline microcircuits. Simply put, Sprague selects the optimum technologies for you, integrates these various techniques into functional or multi-functional circuits, then packages them into dual in-line packages with 100 mil pin spacing.

Moduline microcircuits are complete! No additional “add-on” components are needed. Four standard circuits are available today. More will follow.

D to A CONVERTER

The Moduline UM1000 4-bit D to A converter combines ladder network, ladder switch, and buffer amplifier in one package.

The ladder network is a monolithic silicon chip with 9 deposited tantalum nitride precision resistors. Only this technology could give the UM1000 the ability to be expanded to 12 bits with less than ½ bit error.

The ladder switch is constructed from 8 complementary “low off-set” transistors mounted on a thin film circuit. Each transistor is discrete, to permit superior matching.

Lastly, the buffer amplifier consists of 4 NPN transistors and 12 nickel-chromium resistors, again on a thin film. This type of resistor construction is chosen because of its very low temperature coefficient which provides precision tracking through a broad temperature range.

The Moduline UM1000 D to A converter is in a dual in-line package 0.72” long by 1.35” wide, with 14 pins on 100 mil centers, 1.4” between rows. It is specified over the full military temperature range of —55 to +125 C. Also available is the UM1200, specified for 0 to +70 C commercial applications.

VIDEO AMPLIFIER

Complete, ultra-flexible self-contained circuitry is provided by the Moduline UC1518 video amplifier.

The heart of the circuit is the monolithic amplification section. This is where old integrated amplifiers stopped. The UC1518 adds screen-deposited planar noble metal resistors inside the package, allowing gain from 5 to 30 volts and bandwidth from 40 Hz to 40 MHz to be chosen by nothing more than package pin selection.

Further technology integration adds discrete multi-layer Monolythic® micro capacitors to the ceramic substrate for A-C de-coupling of input and output. The single dual in-line package needs only the board space equal to two conventional single-chip DIP packages.

SENSE AMPLIFIER

The UC1519 combines 3 silicon monolithic integrated circuits and 8 deposited resistors on a ceramic substrate.

The resistors form a tappable voltage divider to allow selection of sensing voltage threshold level.

Two identical monolithic analog comparators receive the signal, then feed to a monolithic Exclusive OR gate.

The result is sensitivity and speed—12mV maximum differential input voltage for “1” output, strobe turn-on 30 nsec.—all produced by combining proven, high-volume integrated circuit chips. The UC1519 dual inline package measures 1.3 inches between rows.

OPERATIONAL AMPLIFIER

The UC1522 operational amplifier answers the need to combine the advantages of discrete and integrated designs.

The discrete input Darlington-connected transistors are closely matched for low off-set. The single-chip amplifier is a “no compromise” design. Then all chips are close-proximity mounted on the same substrate. The result is exceptionally low VBE differential and close tracking over the full temperature range.

Six planar resistors are then bonded onto the substrate. They provide stability and high impedance for the input and output.

The UC1522 is in the same package as the video amplifier.

For further information write to:
Sprague Electric Company
Technical Literature Service
555 Marshall Street
North Adams, Mass. 01247
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100-bit MOS
The most significant standard product advance in large scale integration: Philco’s pL5R100 dual 50-bit MOS shift register.

Available now at a price of 61¢ per bit in quantities of 100. Full MIL or limited temperature ranges.

For delivery information, call the following Division Sales Offices or sales representatives.

**CALIFORNIA**
Philco-Ford Sales Office
2920 San Ysidro Way
Santa Clara, California
Phone: (408) 245-2966

**COLORADO**
Straube Associates
P. O. Box 1649
Boulder, Colorado 80301
Phone: (303) 443-8600
TWX: 910-940-3244

**CONNECTICUT**
J & J Associates
953 Dixwell Avenue
Hamden, Connecticut 06514
Phone: (203) 624-7800

**FLORIDA**
Philco-Ford Sales Office
1215 Drew Street
Clearwater, Florida
Phone: (813) 446-0124

**ILLINOIS**
The John G. Twist Company
5222 West Diversey Avenue
Chicago, Illinois 60639
Phone: (312) 777-2250
TWX: 312-265-1165

**INDIANA**
R. O. Whitesell & Associates
6620 East Washington Street
Indianapolis, Indiana 46219
Phone: (317) 359-5374
TWX: 810-341-3320

Central Building, Room 272
Fort Wayne, Indiana 46802
Phone: (219) 743-4411
TWX: 219-241-0894

**IOWA**
Technical Marketing Associates
850 Lindale Drive
Marion, Iowa 52302
Phone: (319) 377-4555

**KENTUCKY**
R. O. Whitesell & Associates
3620 Lexington Road
Lex-Manor Building, Room 223
Louisville, Kentucky 40207
Phone: (502) 893-7303

**MASSACHUSETTS**
Philco-Ford Sales Office
Northwest Industrial Park
Second Avenue
Burlington, Massachusetts 01803
Phone: (617) 272-1600

**MICHIGAN**
R. O. Whitesell & Associates
16801 Wyoming, Room 109
Detroit, Michigan 48221
Phone: (313) 862-2225
TWX: 313-342-0648

303 Fidelity Building
Benton Harbor, Michigan 49022
Phone: (616) 927-2041
TWX: Detroit Office

**MINNESOTA**
Technical Associates, Inc.
6121 Excelsior Boulevard
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55416
Phone: (612) 929-6115
TWX: 910-567-3400

**MISSOURI**
Technical Marketing Associates
2050 Woodson Road
Suite 210
St. Louis, Missouri 63114
Phone: (314) 427-3600
TWX: 314-426-3149

7546 Troost
Kansas City, Missouri 64131
Phone: (816) JA 3-7865

**NEW YORK**
Philco-Ford Sales Office
New York, New York
Phone: (212) 244-1373

Graydon-Sherman Inc.
Davis Building
Fayetteville, New York 13066
Phone: (315) 637-9611
TWX: 710-541-0241

**OHIO**
R. O. Whitesell & Associates
Magek Building
21139 Lorain Avenue
Cleveland, Ohio 44126
Phone: (216) 333-2585
TWX: 810-421-8521

4133 South Dixie Avenue
Dayton, Ohio 45439
Phone: (513) 298-9546
TWX: 810-459-1827

1172 West Galbraith
Cincinnati, Ohio 45231
Phone: (513) 521-2290
TWX: Dayton Office

1350 West Fifth Avenue
Columbus, Ohio 43212
Phone: (614) 488-9731
TWX: Dayton Office

**PENNSYLVANIA**
Philco-Ford Sales Office
Benson Manor, Suite 114B
Washington Lane
Mechanicsburg, Pennsylvania
Phone: (215) 885-0430

**TEXAS**
R. O. Whitesell & Associates
Penn Center Building
201 Penn Center Boulevard
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15206
Phone: (412) 242-0100
TWX: Cleveland Office

**WASHINGTON**
Dunbar Associates
417 Meadows Building
Dallas, Texas 75206
Phone: (214) 363-2536
TWX: 910-861-4368

**WALSHINGTON, D.C.**
Philco-Ford Sales Office
815 Connecticut Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20006
Phone: (202) 298-7810

---

**SPECIAL OFFER**

For your free MOS book, write to 2920 San Ysidro Way, Santa Clara, California 95051.
OP-AMPS ANONYMOUS

OUR PLEDGE:
To keep a clean system and a pure profit through Total Monolithic Integration.

OUR COUNSELOR IN YOUR AREA IS: Your nearby Fairchild Semiconductor distributor or sales office.
Read how T.H. Pfahlert changed his entire life through Op-Amps Anonymous:

“...It started when I was a junior designer using only an occasional amplifier module or two. As the years went by it just seemed the normal thing to do. Almost before I knew it, every analog job I designed was loaded with $60 modules. Oh, I knew better, all right: I.C. prices were coming down, performance characteristics had become equivalent, customers were pressing for monolithics. But I still clung to the old way. Specifying op-amp modules had become a conditioned reflex.

Then I met a man from OAA. He proved conclusively that a $60 module could be replaced by a $5.50 integrated circuit and about $8 worth of discrete devices. Could my company make a profit assembling a dozen or so components for $46.50? You bet! Now I’m a monolithic man. A little bit of non-recurring design work, Fairchild linear circuits, and a few discrete devices are all I need to regularly turn out high performance, low cost systems. No more embarrassing customer questions. The sales guys don’t complain anymore. And because I qualify for the special OAA Member price discount from Fairchild, even the company accountants smile at me.

Since joining Op-Amps Anonymous, I’ve had three raises and my mother-in-law has moved out of the State.”

Who’s behind Op-Amps Anonymous?

OAA is a free service of Fairchild Semiconductor. It is clear evidence that Fairchild takes full responsibility for causing the current stampede to monolithic integrated amplifiers (Fairchild introduced the first commercially available linear integrated circuits...has been the leader in reducing LIC prices by over 80%...offers the broadest product line and speediest delivery of all...and today sells more off-the-shelf linear integrated circuits than all other manufacturers combined).

OAA is dedicated to helping farsighted technical men help themselves to break the op-amp module habit. It offers complete information and counseling services on new scientific discoveries that can help anyone achieve Total Monolithic Integration, regardless of age, sex or working experience.

Order your Op-Amps Anonymous Poster & Membership Kit today

Op-Amps Anonymous, 313 Fairchild Drive, Mountain View, California 94040

Please send me your complete kit of data containing a circuit diagram with information comparing price and performance of modules vs. Fairchild linear integrated circuits. Also send a 24” x 31½” Op-Amps Anonymous poster.

Name ___________________________ Title ___________________________

Company ___________________________

Address ___________________________

City ___________________________ State _______ Zip _______

FAIRCHILD SEMICONDUCTOR / A Division of Fairchild Camera and Instrument Corporation • 313 Fairchild Drive, Mountain View, California 94040. (415) 962-5011 • TWX: 910-379-6435
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Winchester Electronics just changed the shape of the high density connector market.
We put more contacts into the connector, more connectors into the mounting space, and more ease into the installation.

We call it the SQC Square High Density connector. It gives you 100 contacts and provision for six polarizing pins in an MS size 18 shell area. And lets you mate them with a single center jackscrew. The result: a true high density connector that can do the job of up to three size 18 shell connectors.

Exclusive square SQC design eliminates need for service area required between cylindrical connectors. Area for multiple mounting is reduced almost 50%.

Specifications are equally impressive: Cost per mated contact is about $.25. Contacts are removable crimp, .030 diameter, rated at 5 amps, accommodating #20 through #32 wire. Shell is integral, polarized and made of tough thermoplastic for rugged duty and minimum weight.

Winchester Electronics' new SQC Series is designed for controlled environmental applications such as computers, office equipment, commercial, industrial and military-type installations. SQC Connectors are now on the shelves of your Winchester Electronics distributor. You'll be surprised at the exciting design possibilities that will start taking shape when you use them. For more information, contact Winchester Electronics, Main Street & Hillside Ave., Oakville, Conn.
WHO'LL
make the next
breakthrough
in EDP design?

Could be YOU: with
Mosaic Fiber Optics!

EDP systems design engineers are only
beginning to tap the potential of fiber
optics. Yet, after a brief acquaintance with
this broad, new technology, they have
made breakthroughs already . . .

obsoleting “standard” EDP design
solutions. Advances like greater speeds,
Design freedom. New capabilities.
Reliability and lower costs.

Did you hear about the oscillograph
equipped with a fiber optic cathode ray
tube? The CRT tube's electron beam is the
writing device. Printout is nearly 100
times faster (1 million inches per sec.)
than any direct-writing system in existence!

Do you know the story on Mosaic Fiber
Optic systems? In new EDP readers,
printers, punched tape and card verifiers
. . . in keypunch and teletype equipment,
they're more dependable, less
complicated, less costly and over 4 times
faster than heat, wear and friction-prone
mechanical systems!

Mosaic fiber optics can help you make
breakthroughs to advance the EDP
state-of-the-art, too. Give those specific
design problems of yours a hard look
now. Then get going with the solution.

Start by contacting Mosaic Fabrications,
the people who know fiber optics inside-
out . . . the largest single source of fiber
optics technology, capability and
productivity on earth!

Mosaic will work with you to solve
your EDP design problems now . . .
will help you design and develop,
from prototype to
production, the
specific EDP
fiber optic hard-
ware to put you
way ahead!

Call or write for descriptive literature, today!
Transmitting data at high speeds through large switching systems is a major factor in the effectiveness of sophisticated data systems. However, without some automatic method for detecting and correcting errors fast, an entire real-time operation could be in jeopardy.

TELESPEED EQUIPMENT IS THE ANSWER
Telespeed 1200 EDC paper tape equipment is designed specifically to automatically detect and correct errors. It operates at 120 characters per second (1200 words per minute), or less when required. It can utilize any 5, 6, 7 or 8-level code including the officially approved United States of America Standard Code for Information Interchange (USASCII).

Operation of the Telespeed 1200 EDC equipment is based on the transmission of redundant information. The sending set transmits data in blocks of 80 characters without the need for special tape format.

Two redundant check characters are generated by a separate tape-reading head on the sending set, and by a photoelectric reader on the receiving set. The two sets of characters are compared by the receiving terminal, and transmission continues if the characters agree.

CORRECTING AN ERROR
When the Telespeed 1200 EDC receiving set detects an error, the tape containing the block in which the error occurred is pulled back and retransmitted. The receiving set also pulls back the erroneous tape block and over punches all code levels prior to receiving the retransmitted block.

The fact that the two sets of check characters are generated from reading both the original tape and the output tape adds another benefit to the Telespeed 1200 EDC equipment. It not only detects any transmission errors, but also checks the accuracy of the terminal equipment.

For further information on Teletype error detection and correction equipment, send for free literature. Contact: Teletype Corporation, Dept. 71E, 5555 Touhy Avenue, Skokie, Illinois 60076.
Talk's cheap at Applied Logic.

Over twenty users can talk at once to Applied Logic Corporation's PDP-6 computer with its Bryant Memory System at their time-shared computation center in Princeton, N.J. They can listen, too. All because of the low cost and easy access of time-sharing. Scientists, mathematicians and businessmen call in from teletype units night and day, 144 hours a week. Their man-machine dialogue may take only a few seconds. But it saves them hundreds of man-hours of work. And to help the PDP-6 do its work, Applied Logic chose a 6-million character Bryant Auto-Lift Drum. They say it expands the core memory economically and gives ideal swapping and storage for the system. And interfaces with no trouble at all. They must like it! Now they're expanding with a 60-million character Bryant Model 2A Disc File. Write Bryant Computer Products, 850 Ladd Rd., Walled Lake, Mich. 48008. Ask for On-Line Application Note #3. We'll make a Bryant believer out of you, too.

BRYANT COMPUTER PRODUCTS

XLO
EX-CELL-O CORPORATION
If your office in Chicago wanted to send data to the San Francisco, Seattle, Dallas, and Detroit branches, it would be very time consuming and costly to contact each city individually. However, if you send your message by Teletype machine, you could contact all these cities simultaneously.

In fact, with Teletype Model 35 equipment, you not only can call all these cities at once, but individually or in selected groups in any desired sequence. This unique capability of Teletype equipment is due to a compact assembly called the STUNT BOX.

AUTOMATIC GENIUS

The stunt box is an automatic switching device capable of performing any electrically controlled nonprinting function. It can activate paper tape punches, tape readers, computers, and other remote equipment. It can make one machine record on paper tape, another on business forms, and still have another machine "listen" but not record.

However, the most common application of the stunt box in data communications and processing is as a sequential selector for directing data to one or more locations.

SELECTIVE CALLING OPERATION

Each station in a network of Teletype sets has an identification code consisting of three characters and referred to as a Call Directing Code (CDC). Your Teletype machine in Chicago would thus transmit the proper Call Directing Codes to the Teletype sets in San Francisco, Seattle, Dallas, and Detroit.

When each Teletype machine receives its CDC, selected stunt box function mechanisms move the suppression code bar to the spacing side. This unblocks the type box clutch of the typing unit. All sets are now in the SELECT PRINT condition ready to receive your message.

At this point, an End of Address Code is automatically transmitted. This causes the Teletype sets in your network that have not been called to shift to the NON-SELECT position. This is necessary in order to prevent any "uncalled" machines from receiving the message should their CDC be transmitted within the message text.

After your message has been sent, an End of Message Code is transmitted by the stunt box. This turns off the local sending set and all remote receiving sets.

VERSATILE EQUIPMENT

The stunt box in the Model 35 sets is just one of the many features that make Teletype data communications equipment the most versatile, reliable, and least costly means of collecting, integrating, and distributing data.

For more information about the uses of Teletype equipment, send for our brochure, "HOW TELETYPE EQUIPMENT MOVES DATA FOR YOUR BUSINESS OR INDUSTRY." Teletype Corporation, Dept. 71E, 5555 Touhy Avenue, Skokie, Illinois 60076.
Core, plane or stack problems?
Take 'em to the experts. (Us.)

Core? Construction? Format? Hostile environment? Whatever your problem, we've probably seen—and solved—it before. If not, Ferroxcube experts will always find the shortest path to the right answer. For instance—

**Application:** Core memory stack for real-time display system in ship-board fire control computer.

**Problem:** Hostile thermal environment, critically limited space restrictions.

**Solution:** Single-area, double mat-ted printed-circuit board construction; bus-wire bridging to allow air-flow cooling of 30-mil wide temperature range cores.

**Application:** Core memory stack for navigational guidance computer in commercial avionics system.

**Problem:** Mil-reliability at commercial prices; NDRO operation; volume reproducibility.

**Solution:** Single-area, single-matt-ted plane, plastic laminated terminal frame construction; bootstrap patterns with 30-mil cores on extremely tight centers.

**Application:** Low cost core memory stack for state-of-the-art commercial-computer main memory.

**Problem:** High speed, low noise, high output uniformity, repairability, expandability, 650 ns cycle time, ease of access and interface.

**Solution:** 2½D organization; planar construction to offer lowest cost and convenient access; 20-mil cores; stack mounted diode modules.

**Application:** Core memory stack for guidance computer in missile-borne avionics package.

**Problem:** Extremely hostile mechanical and thermal environments, critical space limitations.

**Solution:** Continuously-wired, folded-stack construction; wide temperature range cores wired using novel shock and vibration damping techniques.

What's your problem? Cores? We pioneered them. We have 20-, 30- and 50-mil cores in both standard and wide temperature range types covering a broad spectrum of switching and drive current parameters. Planes and stacks? We use a wide variety of printed circuit board or laminated frame-strip construction techniques, 2½D, 3D or linear select. Cost? We meet and lick this problem every day. It's part of being the experts.

Want more information? Write for Bulletins 6005 & 6006.

Ferroxcube®
traveling fast with a host of characters

Modern data communications and processing systems require high-speed operations to be most effective. However, they must also be versatile to meet speed and code level requirements of various data equipment. The Teletype DRPE high-speed paper tape punch meets this very need.

The DRPE is an asynchronous, electromechanical, parallel-wire punching unit. It is capable of receiving and punching characters in paper tape at any speed up to 240 characters per second (2400 words per minute)—without any internal changes or readjustments. In addition, the DRPE can perforate most 5, 6, 7, or 8-level codes in 11/16, 7/8, or 1 inch wide tape.

VERSATILE DATA USES
The DRPE can be used as the receiving terminal in high-speed tape-to-tape equipment or as a high-speed output device for computers and other business machines. The punched tape produced by the DRPE can be relayed by Teletype high-speed or standard-speed paper tape readers.

The circuitry of the DRPE converts low-level signals to controlled power signals that are capable of operating the punch magnets at the required high speeds.

When a character code combination is received, appropriate armatures, linked to corresponding punch pins, perforate the tape when they are released from their magnets by a no-current interval. Immediately the current is reapplied to the magnets so that they return the armatures to their home position, ready to punch the next character.

Since the DRPE’s mechanism is not in motion while the unit is on-line waiting for a signal, longer life is assured.

AVAILABLE AS SELF-CONTAINED OR PACKAGE UNIT
The DRPE punch mechanism, driving electronics, and tape handling facilities are available individually or packaged together in a relay rack or floor model cabinet. Either 50 or 60 cycles per second units are available.

More information on the DRPE punch is contained in our 8-page brochure, "TELETYPE DRPE HIGH-SPEED PAPER TAPE PUNCH." To obtain a copy, contact: Teletype Corporation, Dept. 71E, 5555 Touhy Avenue, Skokie, Illinois 60076.

machines that make data move

CIRCLE NO. 19 ON INQUIRY CARD

TELETYPE
IC LOGIC CARDS

To the Editor:

I read with great interest Mr. Koning's letter describing his company's products in the February, 1967 issue of Computer Design. I would like to take this opportunity to correct Mr. Koning's statements that his company alone offers IC cards to the government through a GSA contract, and covers the full MIL temperature range. Control Logic's Series C microcircuit product family is also offered to the government user via a GSA contract. This product line includes well over 200 items, provides both DTL and TTL, and operates in excess of 30 MHz. Control Logic, Inc. offers 0°C to 70°C as a standard temperature range and also offers these products in a -55°C to +125°C full temperature range.

Paul M. Nathan, Sales Manager
Control Logic, Inc.
Natick, Massachusetts

UNICON RECORDING SYSTEM

To the Editor:

I must admit that the UNICON Recording System described in CD "March, Page 38" is impressive, however, I do not think conventional magnetic tape recording is as limited as the report implies. Data density on magnetic tape passed the 10,000 bit-per-square-inch point in 1958 when Potter developed the first high-density commercial tape memory system. Using 1" tape and 21 tracks with an information density of 1,100 bits per inch in each track, one square inch of tape held 46,200 bits. If my memory is correct, over one hundred of these systems were delivered and put in service (Bendix G20 Computer System).

Today Potter's RAM Tape Loop Memory System uses a similar recording technique and packs 56,000 information bits into each square inch of tape. Experimentally, densities of 112,000 bits per square inch have been successfully tested. There does not appear to be an insurmountable limit to this technique.

Accidental erasure is a problem with any recording system. People load reels on machines and people make mistakes. As for accuracy, reading after writing is not unique to magnetic recording systems, having been in use for about seven years, but consideration of this important facet of a recording system by Dr. Baker does place his system in a unique position.

Very truly yours,

John A. W. Richardson,
Area Manager/Boston,
Northeast District
Potter Instrument Co., Inc.,
Natick, Mass.

Need an accurate, dependable, low-cost rotary encoder? Gurley's Model 8608 is the answer! Designed for numerous industrial applications, it is ideal for use as an electronic tachometer or shaft angle measuring device; also in numerically-controlled machine tools, computer tape transports and processing equipment. As a matter of fact anywhere dependable digital information is desired.

Standard output is a 0-centered quas sinusoid with 2V min. p-p amplitude.

- Rugged, all-metal case construction.
- High precision pulse discs of optical-quality glass assuring dimensional stability.
- Pulse counts per revolution from 50 to 1024.
- Option of pigtail leads or connector terminations.
- Compact size — 2.25 diameter x 2.52 length (including shaft).

Get complete information! Write for Data Sheet #8608 or telephone (518) 272-6300. TWX: (518) 241-6099.

W. & L. E. Gurley
550 Fulton Street, Troy, N. Y. 12181
CIRCLE NO. 20 ON INQUIRY CARD
Circle No. 21 on Inquiry Card~
At JPL, an EMR computer makes practice perfect

At JPL, only perfection is acceptable when a spacecraft is launched toward deep space. That's why an EMR ADVANCE 6050 computer system is now aiding JPL in perfecting techniques, procedures and personnel for the Mariner '67 flight as well as other future interplanetary and lunar probes.

The flight data normally received at JPL's Space Flight Operations from ground stations around the world is simulated by JPL personnel on the EMR Computer. By repeating the actual data conditions over and over, all data stream segments of a regular space probe are checked and re-checked. In addition, this real-time simulation perfects the mission control programs as well as training of Space Flight Operations personnel. After months of simulations, actual missions become extensions of practice.

EMR's Computer Division offers down-to-earth solutions to all kinds of out-of-this-world scientific problems. Yours could be one.

COMPUTER DIVISION  EMR

8001 Bloomington Freeway, Minneapolis, Minnesota 55420
What do you think?

This department is devoted to a continuous interchange of ideas, comments, and opinions on significant problems facing the industry. What do you think about the impact of a computer-automated world and the engineer/scientist’s role in it? What do you think about engineering unions — professional societies — industry conferences? Or any significant facet of your professional life. COMPUTER DESIGN will print your views here. Write to: CD Readers’ Forum, Computer Design, Baker Ave., West Concord, Mass. 01781.

CD READERS’ FORUM

LOGIC SYMBOL STANDARDS

TO CD READERS’ FORUM:

Responding to your challenge for the computer manufacturers to state their views on logic symbol standards, we are pleased to present for your readers, the current standards, we are state tion on this subject. We do not vs.

Responding to your public position of grams and the computer manufacturers to propose, however, to enter into a public controversy of MIL-STD 806B vs. ASA Y32.14 for the fundamental reason that Control Data Corporation has an excellent Customer Engineering organization providing maintenance contracts to virtually all of its customers of commercial products, and thus CDC logic diagrams and the symbology on them are used almost exclusively by Control Data personnel. Therefore, for us, logic symbol standardization is largely an internal concern which has been resolved.

Recently, a study of logic symbols standards for integrated circuits was performed by a committee with representatives from six of our major hardware producing divisions and our Customer Engineering Department. Being open-minded in its investigation, the committee considered the existing MIL-STD 806B, ASA Y32.14, and the previous Control Data standard (which was an adaptation of the uniform symbols in Y32.14). The committee’s recommendation is a further extension of the uniform symbology of Y32.14. Their decisions were based on the following factors, most of which also affect costs:

- Ease of preparation (no template required).
- Adaptation to automated drafting techniques (line printers, CRT displays, etc.).
- Compactness of information (speeds servicing).
- Ease of extending symbology for new circuits (a must for a multi-division company).
- Ability of a drawing set to “stand alone” (no reference documents needed).

Undoubtedly, this proposed new Control Data standard on logic symbols will be adopted because it has evolved through the cooperative efforts of many people with extensive experience in the computer industry. It contains refinements and additions to Y32.14, yet does not violate what has been a good industry standard, in spite of its quality.

Control Data Corporation has had representation on the ASA Y32.14 committee through Mr. A. C. Gannett. We shall be pleased to offer our suggestions for refining and appending Y32.14 through that organization, thereby making our experience available for those who wish to participate in the USASI program of standardization.

Gerald I. Williams
Director, Engineering Standards
Control Data Corporation
Minneapolis, Minnesota

TO CD READERS’ FORUM:

I have read with interest your January comments on logic symbol standards. As one of the members of the ASA Y32.14 committee, I would like to make the following comments. A premature standard can be detrimental since it can impede progress. The committee kept this point in mind while attempting to come up with a standard that would serve not only the designer and field maintenance personnel concerned with logically oriented machines, but also the mathematically oriented logicians as well. Furthermore, it was recognized that the distinct shape symbol desired by the military was important because of immediate possibility of use. On the other hand automatic techniques for making logic diagrams, integrated circuits, and new types of logic such as threshold logic, were on the research horizon. A standard that is outdated before

Circle No. 22 on Inquiry Card
in a memory system somewhere, one of our 2½ D stacks is celebrating its first birthday

After we shipped that one, we started delivering stacks at the rate of nearly one a day. Several hundred to date. Capacities ranged from 4,096 to 16,384 words of 8 to 25 bits. Cycle times went from 900 to 650 nanoseconds. Some were off-the-shelf designs, some slightly modified.

All had wide operating margins and low system noise.

But one of the most important specs was reliability. For example, internal stack connections were reduced by 80%. Drive lines were shortened, and the inhibit winding was eliminated. The result was unsurpassed stack dependability and increased operational speed.

With a brand new design, that first birthday is very very significant. Infant mortality has plagued many an engineer. Now we're confident any one of our stacks could be around for a golden anniversary.

There's a new four-page brochure waiting to be requested. It has all the specs. Write for Litpak 5C.

EM electronic memories

12621 Chadron Ave., Hawthorne, Calif. 90250, (213) 772-5201
This is the vintage year for BURGUN-D™ connectors.

These sparkling new Mark IV D-Subminiatures are low-cost connectors with rear release, crimp snap-in contacts. They're intermateable and interchangeable with existing D-Subminiatures. The wine-colored insulators we selected enhance the connector as well as your equipment. Robust BURGUN-D Mark IV connectors operate in temperatures up to 250°F. They are ideal for plug-in module applications, cable-to-cable and cable-to-panel installation, computers, business machines and many other commercial applications.

Value analysis will tell you they're low in price because of highly developed pin and socket contacts. The contacts are available in two sizes (which accommodate 18 through 24 AWG stranded wire) and may be ordered separately. Contacts are rear inserted and extracted with a simple expendable plastic tool that's shown above. Closed-entry socket insulators correct any misalignment of pins during engagement.

Buy them off the shelf now along with a complete line of accessories from your nearest factory authorized distributor. For our new catalog, write to ITT Cannon Electric, a division of International Telephone and Telegraph Corporation, 3208 Humboldt Street, Los Angeles, California 90031.
it is used is as worthless as no standard at all.

For these reasons, a dual standard was adopted. The object was to allow immediate use of standardized logic symbols in a system, yet allow new techniques, devices, and technology to grow without repres.

Basically MIL-STD-806B is contained with the distinctive shape symbol of ASA Y32.14. The ASA standard contains as part of the standard a translation between the uniform shape and distinctive shape. It provides a great deal of flexibility. It may be used in a wide variety of different ways by different users, but as long as all of those who come in contact with the various adaptations are able to understand the meaning intended in an unambiguous manner, the purpose of the standard is served.

I commend the foresight of the organization for their long range view and hard work.

W. D. Rowe
Sudbury, Massachusetts

TO CD READERS’ FORUM:

It has been of great interest to review and analyze the various comments and opinions dealing with the various cable symbols for logic diagrams and particularly with respect to MIL-STD-806B and ANSI Y32.14. Based on the available literature, which has been reinforced by engineers’ analyses presented in CD, adequate justification seems to support MIL-STD-806B symbology as the most desirable standard once it is fully understood and properly interpreted.

Of course the term “most desirable” will be challenged by those who view the question from different points of interest and who view the question from different perspectives.

For these reasons, a dual standard was adopted. The object was to allow immediate use of standardized logic symbols in a system, yet allow new techniques, devices, and technology to grow without repres.
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Of course the term “most desirable” will be challenged by those who view the question from different points of interest and this is, apparently, where a good deal of argument is generated. In fact, use of the very term “standard” is open to the same challenge — whose standard? Standard in what sense?

If one were to base a standard on the most efficient or even the most convenient — or even the most desirable — it is open to question. The standard was adopted. The object was to allow immediate use of standardized logic symbols in a system, yet allow new techniques, devices, and technology to grow without repres.
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COMMENTS AND OPINIONS ON TOPICS OF CURRENT INTEREST TO DIGITAL DESIGN ENGINEERING PERSONNEL. A MONTHLY COLUMN ORGANIZED AND PREPARED UNDER THE DIRECTION OF T. PAUL BOTHWELL, CONTRIBUTING EDITOR.

COMPUTER-AIDED DESIGN OF DIGITAL EQUIPMENT

W. F. Jordan

The recent rash of technical articles, engineering papers, and editorial comments on computer-aided design might indicate that design automation is a revolutionary new concept that suddenly has burst forth upon the scientific community. According to some liberal interpretations in the technical literature, this concept will soon lead to the millenium when computers hum continually away, automatically designing and refining other computers. This is, at best, exaggeration. Computer-aided design is not new. Designers of digital equipment have routinely used computers as design aids for many years. Hookup wire listing was the first widespread application. Since automated wire-wrapping machinery requires input data of a computer format, it was inevitable that a computer create the wire-wrap object program and while doing it sort, route, sequence, add up electrical loading, and tabulate all this data.

Another use has been computer-controlled drafting machines to create printed circuit artwork. A programmed system has even been used to lay out welded cord wood interconnections. In all of these cases, the computer has created a product and a product documentation which are ideally suited to automatic manufacturing, automatic testing, and a "total-history" field documentation file.

For scientific work, electronic engineers have increasingly applied digital computers to handle difficult (or tedious) mathematical calculations. A vast and brilliant effort has recently resulted in the development of practical universal computer programs for circuit analysis. Programs such as NET I, ECAP, PREDICT, and SCEPTRE are capable of mapping networks, preparing equations, computing performance, and performing other complex tasks that otherwise would require the time of many creative engineers.

More IC's — More Computers

In part, this effort has been stimulated by the rapid application of integrated circuit technology. As these circuits increase in types and complexity, more programs will be written to assist the circuit designer. It is difficult, by manual techniques, to breadboard new-device geometry, worst-case circuitry, stray capacity, voltage-dependent capacity, distributed capacity, and distributed semiconductor effects. It also is difficult to monitor transient currents, low-level signals, parasitic oscillations, and non-instrumentation noise. It is often awkward to supply ideal input waveforms or bias voltages. And it is tedious to perform the repeated calculations necessary to determine yield-performance trade-offs by other than computer analysis.

Soon the human link will be eliminated from the design feedback loop. Statistical analysis considering performance-yield trade-offs will be completely automated. Computers will reiterate their analyses seeking optimum designs. After circuit values are determined, a program (e.g., CADIC) will determine the diffusion patterns needed for all integrated-circuit elements. The geometry of resistors and capacitors will be calculated using design-rule algorithms. Semiconductor designs will be retrieved from a computer mass memory file. The output will be a complete set of machine drawn masks. A thorough statistical characterization of the designed circuit will be available long before production has commenced. This will, in fact, be design automation with automatic design synthesis and not merely an automatic engineering slide rule.

Interconnection technology will similarly evolve. An experimental program called ACCEL has shown how automated layout can work. Circuit components are arbitrarily placed on a mathematical plane and their wiring interconnections (represented by vector tension forces) automatically pull them around until a stable ( optimum) placement is determined. These forces even rotate the components for optimum angular placement. Card edges are modeled as a boundary of repulsive forces to limit the problem properly. Part two of this program routes the wiring lands by a topographical trial-
Does your present custom power supply give you...

- 70% to 90% efficiency?
- Instant fault repair by plug-in module replacement?
- Add-on power capability by using more modules?
- Ability to handle full load steps while maintaining output in regulation band?

New Omnimod does!

OMNIMOD gives you all these features—and more—and at a lower price! Want to know more?

OMNIMOD is a dc to dc converter using transistors in a CONSTANT PULSE WIDTH, variable repetition rate switching mode to regulate output voltage or current. Two small plug-in units make-up the OMNIMOD concept—a power control module and a control amplifier.

Output can be regulated between ±2 and ±60 dc at up to 20 amperes using the OMNIMOD family of modules WITHOUT MODIFICATION OR ADJUSTMENT. Higher current ratings are obtained by paralleling power control modules.

Any number of power controller modules can be controlled by one amplifier. OMNIMOD has a current limiting parameter, over voltage protection, voltage sequencing, and remote sensing.

To design a custom power supply, one must simply

1. design one input power converter to change unregulated line ac power to unregulated dc power
2. select the number of plug-in OMNIMOD power control modules to supply the power needed for each output
3. package these elements with filter capacitors and a plug-in amplifier module for each output

All the power used by every element in a typical data processing system could be supplied by custom power supplies constructed with interchangeable OMNIMOD modules.

Isn’t this enough to consider OMNIMOD for your custom requirement? We will design an OMNIMOD custom power supply to your specs, or will help you design your own system using our plug-in OMNIMOD modules.

Write for the complete story. We’ll have it to you within 48 hours.
and-error technique. Obstructions are represented as peaks, and potential paths as valleys, to allow the creation of minimum altitude paths. Part three prepares a parts list, printed-circuit etch negative, assembly drawing, hole-drilling list, and wire jumper list.

As large-scale integration becomes more prevalent — and the requirement of higher computer speed and lower cost seem to make this inevitable — universal programs will be developed for monolithic chip layout and mask making. One approach that already has been developed is the discretionary, or test-and-wire technique, where complete slices filled with replicated circuits are tested and operable functions are automatically interconnected. Only modern, high-speed computer programs can evaluate the tests, store results, and route the wiring with the efficiency necessary to make this approach practical.

More Computers — More Interaction

It is apparent that the time savings, cost savings, labor savings, and other benefits of computer-aided design will proliferate the development of more advanced programs for circuit analysis, design, and manufacture. Even now, special projects such as NASA’s COSMIC are necessary to keep abreast of programs that are in existence.

New machines, several orders of magnitude faster than existing equipment and with lower cost memories, will permit more real-time operation and the solution of even more complex problems than currently are considered possible. Peripheral equipment that enables the user to engage in remote, two-way communication with the computer in both alphanumeric and graphical languages will become more commonplace. Already programs (e.g., CIRCAL) have been demonstrated for on-line circuit analysis with live oscilloscope displays of schematics, curves, and tabular data. By speeding up and making vivid the continuous interaction between engineer and computer, quicker designs, and probably better ones, will result. Obscure concepts, effects, and trends are made understandable by visual dramatization.

But the key to progress is software — software that condenses historical facts, empirical knowledge, and scientific data into truly universal programs. Appropriate software will enable the engineer to employ heuristics and engage the computer in a conversational mode, thus making maximum use of his own imaginative intelligence and the computer’s problem-solving ability. As this software becomes available, the progeny of this generation of computers will help produce new generations, and automatic design will pervade the digital industry. Designers of digital equipment should keep abreast of the continuing developments in the field of computer-aided design in order to apply this powerful tool as the need arises.

REFERENCES

7. COSMIC, a listing of computer programs available from NASA through the University of Georgia Computer Centre, Athens, Ga.

GOVERNMENT REPORTS

COMPUTER SOFTWARE

Report defines such elements as computer hardware, programming and operating system functions, programming languages and processors, machine independence, procedureality, generality, interpreters, translators, assemblers, compilers, and generators. Discusses in non-technical terms the major developments in operating systems and recent trends in programming languages.


MICROELECTRONIC DEVICE RELIABILITY

Reliability requirements for microelectronic devices should be standardized and coordinated with an improved quality assurance program, according to a study. The study points out that long-range objectives expressed by both military and commercial users of micro-electronic devices are a maintenance-free lifetime, a discard at failure maintenance at the level of complex modules or entire equipments, and logistic self-support or on-board spares. These objectives cannot be attained without a standard and rigid pattern of testing and quality assurance, lacking at the present time. The study reviews and evaluates some of the problems and possible interim solutions, and suggests an investigation for measuring the quality and reliability of a product.

Now...think smaller!

New subminiature TEC-LITE Indicators...

1/6 SIZE* OF PRESENT TRANSISTOR-CONTROLLED INDICATORS
for integrated circuits...discrete component circuitry, too.

Function remains the same...only the size has changed...Now 18 self-contained transistor controlled indicators fit on the panel where only eight standard size units fit. Back panel length is reduced up to 50%. This size reduction is essential to meet the demand for high density display requirements in subminiature computers, portable programming and maintenance consoles, airborne systems and similar applications. Subminiature STL Series Indicators are controlled by low level signals present in integrated or discrete component systems. The neon or incandescent lamp, transistor and related circuitry are mounted in a body .360" diameter by .600" long...with the entire indicator only 1⅛" long.

For information on a complete line of information display panels, digital readouts, indicators, switch-indicators and new Electronic Keyboard Systems contact your TEC-Rep or write direct.

*By volume

NEW STL SERIES
Compared with standard size TEC-LITE MTL and TIL Series
With permanently wired neon or 100,000 hour incandescent T-1 type lamps. Flat top lens with choice of 13 colors and optional legends. Terminals are silver finish turret lug and isolated from the body. Mounts in ⅛" holes on centers as close as ¾" in panels from ⅛" to ⅛" thick. Price: As low as $6.00 in 100-499 quantities.

NEW SIL SERIES
Compared with standard size TEC-LITE MDL Series
Non-driven indicator has the same space saving design as STL Series above, but its body is only .250" long—⅛" long overall. Uses permanently wired neon (with optional internal current limiting resistor) or 100,000 hour T-1 incandescent lamps. Has lens and terminal options to match STL Series. Price: As low as $2.00 in 100-499 quantities.

Transistor Electronics Corporation
Box 6191 • Minneapolis, Minnesota 55424 • Phone (612) 941-1100

CIRCLE NO. 25 ON INQUIRY CARD
Part 10 – STATISTICAL SAMPLING

Statistical sampling is a part of our everyday life as consumers, voters, motorists, taxpayers, and television viewers. Marketing men sample us to determine how we will accept a new brand of soap. Politicians sample us to find out for whom we will vote. Traffic planners sample us to find out where we go, by what route, and how often. The Internal Revenue Service samples us to find out whether we cheat on our income tax. And network executives base their precarious jobs on what the Neilsen and Trendex ratings (samples) say we watch most frequently on the CRT display installed in our living room.

In terms of the topics we have discussed in previous articles, sampling is basically a means for determining the characteristics of a statistical distribution, without expending the labor necessary to compile all the constituent bits of data which comprise the distribution. This may sound like a mathematical confidence game, but in accordance with the "no something-for-nothing" rule, we shall find that we give away precision in order to reduce the work involved in gathering data. For example, using all 188 bits of data in the mutual fund example (Part 8, February issue), we calculated their mean to be $11.48, exactly. With sampling techniques, we can say — using only 36 bits of data — that we are 95% sure that the mean is between $9.18 and $16.98. When the population of constituent bits of data is very large (e.g., every voter in the United States), sampling is the only practical procedure, and is at any rate sufficiently accurate for a great many purposes.

Two important rules must be followed in statistical sampling, and they are embodied in the statement that a random sample must be taken from the population of interest. If we are taking a national voter preference sample, this means that every person who will vote in the election of interest must have an equal chance of being included in the sample. Entire books have been devoted to the problem of selecting a sample, and we will not belabor it here; suffice it to say that the proper selection of the sample is the crux of statistical sampling, and a poorly-designed sample cannot be salvaged by any fancy mathematics.

To illustrate both the effectiveness and the procedure of sampling, we shall return to the mutual fund price list. Since our population is defined as the items on that list, we are certain to have the population of interest. To insure a random selection, we shall use a book of random numbers; omitting the details of the process, we come up with the following listing of thirty-six random numbers between 1 and 188:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>027</th>
<th>043</th>
<th>006</th>
<th>036</th>
<th>008</th>
<th>010</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>161</td>
<td>053</td>
<td>051</td>
<td>060</td>
<td>183</td>
<td>023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>158</td>
<td>008</td>
<td>090</td>
<td>139</td>
<td>138</td>
<td>069</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>010</td>
<td>026</td>
<td>099</td>
<td>161</td>
<td>176</td>
<td>147</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>143</td>
<td>027</td>
<td>044</td>
<td>025</td>
<td>050</td>
<td>174</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>067</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>037</td>
<td>081</td>
<td>133</td>
<td>145</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Using the first three numbers from this list, we shall extract a three-data-bit sample from the mutual fund prices, using the 27th, 161st, and 158th prices in the list. They are:

$32.69
$14.67
$ 7.52

The mean of these three prices is $18.29. Following this procedure with the remaining random numbers,
We started developing our skills in computer bus bars before computers were invented

...or bus bars.

We started, in fact, way back when electricity was coming of age, bringing with it increasingly critical requirements for insulation.

Responding to those needs, we became insulation system specialists . . . ideally equipped when the computer age dawned to pioneer the concept of voltage distribution by laminar bus assembly.

Today, Rogers MEKTRON® Laminar Bus Assemblies are used by every major computer manufacturer.

If you want Mektron data for your files . . . or want help on bus assembly design, call or write today. We promise an appropriate and prompt response.

ROGERS CORPORATION
ROGERS, CONNECTICUT 06263

Other Mektron products include: flat, flexible cable, circuitry and connective hardware; molded circuits; Mektherm heater circuits.

CIRCLE NO. 26 ON INQUIRY CARD
we select eleven more samples of three bits each:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>7.25</th>
<th>23.79</th>
<th>6.27</th>
<th>10.24</th>
<th>4.78</th>
<th>8.77</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6.58</td>
<td>8.79</td>
<td>32.69</td>
<td>9.80</td>
<td>13.84</td>
<td>16.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21.62</td>
<td>6.91</td>
<td>18.85</td>
<td>8.88</td>
<td>11.54</td>
<td>30.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14.67</td>
<td>1.72</td>
<td>6.85</td>
<td>7.25</td>
<td>4.46</td>
<td>11.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18.33</td>
<td>7.54</td>
<td>13.67</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The means of the twelve samples are:

18.29
11.81
13.16
19.27
9.64
10.05
18.67
12.19
12.95
11.11
9.96
9.81

The listing of twelve means constitutes a new kind of distribution, an experimental sampling distribution, and going back to the formulae in Part 5 of this series (August, 1966), we can calculate the mean and standard deviation of this distribution to be:

\[ m_s = 13.08 \]
\[ \sigma_s = 3.45 \]

We now have a description of the mutual fund price list, embodied in our experimental sampling distribution, and our problem is that we do not know how closely the mean and standard deviation approximate the actual parameters of the price list. To solve this problem we must determine, from the statistics of the price list, what the probabilities are of obtaining various values of \( m \) and \( \sigma \) from twelve sets of three bits each. This could be computed if we took all possible combinations of twelve sets of three bits each from the price list, but there are two problems involved: first it is approximately a day's work to do just that; and second, it doesn't seem "kosher" because in a real-life problem the price list is the unknown. Fortunately the theoreticians have solved the general case of this problem, and we need only accept two theorems and a definition.

- **Theoretical sampling distribution** of \( m_s \) — a distribution which describes the probabilities of obtaining various values of \( m_s \) while taking random samples of size \( n \) from a given population.

- **Standard Error Of The Mean** — if random samples of size \( n \) are taken from a population with mean \( m \) and standard deviation \( \sigma \), the theoretical sampling distribution of \( m_s \) has mean \( m \) and standard deviation \( \sigma/(n)^{\frac{1}{2}} \), which deviation is known as the standard error of the mean.

- **Central Limit Theorem** — if \( n \) is large, the theoretical sampling distribution of \( m_s \) can be approximated very closely with a Gaussian curve.

It is worth noting, parenthetically, at this point that since our \( n = 3 \), it hardly qualifies as "large". And furthermore our population of 188 items is sufficiently small to appall a self-respecting mathematician. Since, however, our purpose is to illustrate rather than calculate, we shall proceed with this manageable but unrigorous data base.

Let us take a special note of the Central Limit Theorem, and reiterate a point made in Part 6 (November, 1966): the distribution of the means of samples taken from any distribution is Gaussian. This is a cornerstone of statistical sampling. Our twelve samples are not sufficient for us to plot effectively the experimental sampling distribution, but if we took fifty-or-so samples, we would expect them to plot a roughly Gaussian curve.

From the above theorems, then, we can proceed to evaluate the meaningfulness of the information which our sampling of the mutual fund prices has provided. Assuming the theoretical sampling distribution of the sample means to be Gaussian, we know from the first theorem that it has mean \( m \) and standard deviation \( \sigma/(n)^{\frac{1}{2}} \), where \( m \) and \( \sigma \) are the actual quantities we are trying to estimate through sampling, as shown in Fig. 1. From Table 1 of Part 6, we know that 95% of the area of this curve lies between the values \( \sigma = -1.96 \) and \( \sigma = +1.96 \), illustrated by the shaded area in Fig. 1. Put another way, we can say with a probability of 0.95 that any sample mean \( m_s \) will lie in the shaded area, i.e.:

\[ -1.96 \leq \frac{m_s - m}{\sigma/(n)^{\frac{1}{2}}} \leq 1.96, \quad P = 0.95 \]

Manipulating this equation, we find that:

\[ m_s - 1.96 \frac{\sigma}{\sqrt{n}} \leq m \leq m_s + 1.96 \frac{\sigma}{\sqrt{n}}, \quad P = 0.95 \]

Now we have an expression which tells us the interval in which the true mean of the population is to be expected. It tells us this in terms of our sampled data and provides us with a confidence factor in terms of the probability that this interval contains the true mean. Furthermore, in case \( P = 0.95 \) is unsatisfactory for the purpose of our sample, we can alter the confidence level by merely replacing the \( z \)-values of 1.96 with other appropriate values.

Let us now apply this technique to our sample from the mutual fund prices, and then check our results back against Part 8 to judge the value of the sampling process. We shall substitute our sampled \( m_s \), of 13.08, and for lack of any better information will use \( \sigma_s = 3.45 \) as the standard deviation of the population.

Doing this we have:

\[ 13.08 - 1.96 \frac{(3.45)}{\sqrt{3}} \leq m \leq 13.08 + 1.96 \frac{(3.45)}{\sqrt{3}}, \quad P = 0.95 \]

We can therefore say with 95% confidence that
the true mean is between 9.18 and 16.98, i.e., "in the long run", 95% of similar samples will have come from a population whose mean is in this interval. If we vary the confidence level, we can create the following table:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>P</th>
<th>Z</th>
<th>interval of m</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>1.96</td>
<td>9.18 ≤ m ≤ 16.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>1.64</td>
<td>9.82 ≤ m ≤ 16.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>1.28</td>
<td>10.53 ≤ m ≤ 15.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>1.04</td>
<td>11.05 ≤ m ≤ 15.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>11.41 ≤ m ≤ 14.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>11.73 ≤ m ≤ 14.43</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The tradeoff, then, is between confidence level and the size of the interval: the more confidence we need to have, the less we have to be confident of, so to speak. Note also that as larger samples are taken, the confidence interval narrows, and we gain more information.

It is interesting to note that despite the facts that the size of our samples was ridiculously small, and our population was not, statistically speaking, large, the results of this sampling are quite good. Our sample mean of $13.08 is only 0.27σ from the true mean of $11.48, and our table of confidence intervals contains the true mean for all the cases where the probability favors that situation. Considering the other vagaries of the stock market and other sampled populations, we see that sampling provides useful information which could not be obtained at reasonable cost, or perhaps could not be obtained at all. One of the most familiar appearances of such terms as "60% confidence" is in the weather forecast. The population of data needed to create a 100%-confident forecast is such (aside from the data collection problem) that it has been estimated that 25 days of computation time on a CDC 6600 would be required to produce a 25-day forecast (which might by that time be termed a "hindcast").

The procedure which has just been illustrated is a problem in estimation: we have, through sampling, estimated the mean of a population. Next month we shall REALLY conclude this series of Selected Topics in Probability and Statistics (would you believe two more sections?) by applying these techniques to some other applications of estimation, a discussion of tests of hypotheses, and an introduction to some methods of testing for randomness.

**Next Month . . .**
**Constitution of**
**Selected Topics in**
**Probability and Statistics**

School's out in June
Refresher Series will begin
Fall semester in September.
Codes of ethics for those in the computer industry and for those who carry out computer processes have been called for by U.S. Senator Sam J. Ervin, Jr. (D.-N.J.). In a recent speech to the American Management Association’s Annual Conference on Electronic Data Processing he urged self-regulation and self-restraints be exercised by all concerned with automatic data processing. He warned that if self-regulation is not achieved, strict legislative controls will be enacted, government R&D appropriations will be denied, and the “computer will become the villain of our society.” Sen. Ervin urged management to give serious thought to the psychological impact of their information-gathering tactics on society and on particular communities. The Federal Government, he said, “must take the lead in this effort since its guidelines can be models for state and local government and private industry.”

Legislation to strengthen the U.S. patent system has been proposed by the President. President Johnson told Congress that the system must be strengthened so that it can serve the technological advances it was designed to foster. The purposes of the legislation are: (1) To raise the quality and reliability of U.S. patents; (2) To reduce the time and expense of obtaining and protecting a patent; and (3) To speed disclosure of scientific and technological information. These recommendations are designed to bring the U.S. system more closely into harmony with those of other nations. Under the proposed legislation, standards would be clarified and in every case the inventor would be required to show that his invention is really new. Action is taken to reduce the likelihood of issuing patents which are later declared invalid by the courts. Third parties would be permitted to argue before a patent is issued that an invention does not meet the required standards. Under the proposed bill, most pending patents must be published no later than 24 months after they are filed, regardless of how long it takes to issue the patent. Computer programs would not be patented under the new proposal.

The initial phases of a government-wide information system have been designed and will become operational early in 1967, the Bureau of Budget reported in the first semi-annual report on the use and management of electronic computers in the Federal Government. The President’s program of having Federal agencies seek new and better ways of using computers has resulted in redistribution within the government of equipment valued at $70 million, thereby avoiding expenditures for new equipment; a saving of $26 million by using time available on government computers at locations other than where the requirement existed, rather than acquiring additional equipment; and avoidance of approximately $200 million in annual rental costs by selective purchase of computers, many of which were bought within the past three years and have already been amortized. According to Budget Bureau Director Charles L. Schultzze, “this record of accomplishments is impressive and encouraging. But there is much more that can and must be done to make computer systems more effective, improve further the utilization and methods of procurement, achieve greater compatibility among equipment and systems, and develop appropriate standards of performance.”

The Federal Government should underwrite an extensive program to give each college and university student in the United States access to a computer by 1971. This was the sum total of the suggestions of the recent report of the President’s Science Advisory Committee on Computers in Higher Education. The report notes that computers have become powerful tools of learning, but in 1965 less than 5 percent of the total college enrollment, all located in a relatively-few schools, had access to computing service adequate for educational needs. The panel recommended an expansion of Federal Government support for education and research in computer sciences; government agency support for allowing schools to be free to apply funds either to the purchase or rental of equipment; universities and government cooperation in the immediate establish-
Decision Control's VersaSTORE core memories have the best operating margins in the business

Here's why

Magnetic cores used in memory systems change characteristics with temperature, causing shifts in operating margins. Older memory systems used stack heaters in an effort to maintain a constant temperature. Heaters had several drawbacks — warm-up time, temperature gradients throughout the stack, etc.

VersaSTORE overcame the need for a stack heater with a unique and simple servo which allows stack temperature to follow ambient temperature, but compensates by optimizing drive currents, and insures excellent margins under all conditions. Both our standard VersaSTORE and our mainframe VersaSTORE use the unique D.C.I. servoed drive system.

To further improve these margins, sense amplifier gain is uniformly maintained to 1 mv without adjustment. And, these VersaSTORE margins are guaranteed at the customer end of the cable — 25 feet for mainframe VersaSTORE.

VersaSTORES are available from 256 to 4096 words of up to 24 bits per word for use in buffers, I/O equipment, etc. Mainframe VersaSTORES for computer mainframes and large digital systems are available from 4096 to 65,536 words of up to 36 bits or 72 bits.

For more data about VersaSTORE's integrated circuit construction, compact sizes, and compact prices, please write.
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The publishers of
COMPUTER DESIGN
are pleased to announce
the release of the 1967-68
issue of
COMPUTER INDUSTRY ANNUAL
All COMPUTER DESIGN readers on the
controlled circulation list as of
the January, 1967 issue will receive
the ANNUAL by the end of this month.

ORDER YOUR UPDATING SUPPLEMENTS NOW!

To keep pace with the accelerated growth of the industry be­
tween yearly issues of COMPUTER INDUSTRY ANNUAL, quarterly
updating supplements will be available at a nominal cost.

The supplements will include new product listings, new manu­
facturers listings, additions to the Equipment Characteristics Re­
view section, newly released sales and earnings data, and other
timely information on computer products, services, and suppliers.

Supplements will be issued in July, October and January for
a total cost of $4.75, payable with your order. Make checks
payable to COMPUTER INDUSTRY ANNUAL.

Since number
of copies
printed will
be limited
to pre-paid
orders . . . . . .

Send
Coupon
Now—

COMPUTER INDUSTRY ANNUAL
PROF. BLDG. — BAKER AVE.
WEST CONCORD, MASS. 01781

GENTLEMEN:
Enclosed is my check for $4.75 for the three 1967-68 updating
supplements to Computer Industry Annual. Please mail supplements to:

NAME_________________________ TITLE_________________________

COMPANY_________________________

ADDRESS_________________________

CITY_________________________ STATE________ ZIP_________
At high frequencies, modern computers require coaxial cable that can take a lot of physical punishment and still give consistently top performance, without breakdown or need for repair. But ordinary multi-coaxial cable can only withstand 5,000 flexures. However, Times has designed a special cable that has passed 90,000 flexures without breaking and still performs at top reliability.


BARCLAYS BANK LTD., OF GREAT BRITAIN, THE LARGEST BANK IN THE WORLD OUTSIDE OF THE UNITED STATES, HAS SELECTED A GIANT BURROUGHS B8500 ELECTRONIC INFORMATION PROCESSING SYSTEM for what is termed as the largest on-line, real-time banking system in the world. Valued at $32 million, it is believed to be the largest computer order ever placed by a private enterprise. Through the use of special terminal computers — custom designed to meet the requirements of banking — most of Barclays' 2,500 branches throughout the United Kingdom will be connected by telephone lines to the B8500 central system located in the bank's London headquarters. "To our knowledge, this is the largest order for an on-line, real-time data processing system ever placed by a commercial computer," Ray W. Macdonald, president of Burroughs Corporation, said. "There will be nearly 2,500 terminal computers in the system, operating on-line with a dual processor central system." Installation of the central B8500 for Barclays will be made early in 1969 and the complete on-line, real-time system will be operational in 1970 prior to decimalization in Britain.
CONTROL DATA CORPORATION IS NOW MARKETING A NEW SUPERSCALE COMPUTER SYSTEM KNOWN AS THE CONTROL DATA 6500, it was announced recently by R. D. Schmidt, vice president of sales. The machine was unveiled at a private demonstration of both 6500 hardware and software before a large group of data processing users. The Control Data 6500 utilizes two Control Data 6400-type processors. This is accomplished, according to the company, by completely eliminating the central processor overhead inherent in other dual processor systems, where the processors must handle both processing and input/output chores. Since the 6500 dual processors are free for processing only, they may be used simultaneously for processing two of the several jobs which can reside in the central memory at any given time. Thus, the 6500 achieves multi-programming and multi-processing by one central computer. The dual processor can also be used interchangeably during the calculation of a single problem, providing up to twice the computing power of the single-processor 6400 with only a nominal increase in system price. The 6500 uses either a 65K or 131K word (60-bit) core memory. Storage is in 4K word banks. Each central processor has its own 24 operating registers for a total of 48.

control data corporation

A SMALL ELECTRONIC DEVICE THAT SCRAMBLES TELEPRINTER MESSAGES TO PROTECT THEM FROM UNAUTHORIZED INTERCEPTION DURING TRANSMISSION was shown recently at the International Security Conference by International Telephone and Telegraph Corp. The CRYPTEL 240 cryptographic machine scrambles messages for storage on punched tape prior to transmission. A similar machine is used to decipher the messages at the receiving end. The ciphered messages are completely compatible with standard teleprinter transmission schemes. Deciphering of received messages, which are punched on tape, is done automatically, when convenient, according to the order of priority given in the clear-text heading of each message. The basic cipher key in the device is a set of pins on a pinboard giving different codes that can be changed within minutes by non-technical personnel. The number of different settings is approximately 250 trillion, trillion (2.5 x 10^24). The scrambler is said to be easy to use and may be operated by technically unqualified staff. The machine is designed to work in conjunction with a standard teleprinter comprising a tape punch and a tape reader.

control data corporation

add light pen capability to your display for less than $1,000

Sanders new solid state PHOTOPEN® Model EQ-PT system enables you to perform all symbol sensing functions in high data rate CRT displays using a wide variety of character generation techniques with push button ease. ... You get all these features for less than $1,000.

Fast response ... output pulse is practically coincident with the leading edge of the CRT light pulse. Typical time delay is less than 1 microsecond — matches fastest CRT writing speed. Versatility ... can be used with a variety of character generation techniques, including shaped beam, monoscope, stroke and dot matrix types.

High sensitivity ... adjustable to trigger on CRT symbols too dim for human eye detection, yet accommodates intensities above the comfortable viewing level. Spectral response spans the range from 4000 to 11,000 Angstroms.

Foolproof ... special circuitry eliminates false or multiple triggering from long persistence phosphors, ambient light and CRT face and implosion shield reflections.

Pinpoint accuracy ... an illuminated finder-circle "zeros in" the exact CRT area being sampled.

No special power supplies ... power requirement is 117 volts, available at any standard ac outlet.

For less than $1000, you can get greater flexibility and performance from your display equipment — with Sanders new PHOTOPEN system. For further information or a demonstration, contact Sanders Associates, Inc., Microwave Division, Nashua, New Hampshire 03060. Phone: (603) 883-3321, Ext. 7291. TWX: 228-1887, SA Microwave.

*S. M. Sanders Associates, Inc.

 Sanders Associates, Inc.
MICROWAVE DIVISION
Creating New Directions in Electronics

CIRCLE NO. 31 ON INQUIRY CARD
A DIAGNOSTIC TECHNIQUE
FOR INPUT/OUTPUT EQUIPMENT

The diagnosis of hardware malfunctions is facilitated by a technique for synchronous oscillographic observation of waveforms and stroboscopic observation of mechanical parts.

CHARLES ERWIN COHN,
Reactor Physics Division,
Argonne National Laboratory,
Argonne, Ill.

In the diagnosis of malfunctions of electromechanical input-output equipment for computers, it is not always easy to determine whether the trouble is in the device itself or in the interface. Furthermore, the mechanical parts of these devices move so rapidly that direct visual observation of their action is impossible. Also, it is often difficult to display the electrical signals involved in a meaningful way.

An improved diagnostic technique has been developed which is intended to assist in eliminating these difficulties and in yielding more accurate diagnoses. Our computer (a DDP-24), like others in its class, has a number of output control pulse (OCP) lines. A pulse may be made to appear on any of these by executing an OCP instruction with the appropriate address. The diagnostic technique uses specially-written diagnostic programs that execute an OCP instruction addressed to an external line before each operation of the device under test. This OCP line is connected to the delaying sweep external-trigger input of an oscilloscope, and the waveforms of various signals in the interface may be thus displayed in synchronism with the operation of the device so that one may check the operation of the interface and examine the signals generated by the device. Such tests can very rapidly confirm or rule out the possibility of trouble in the interface.

In addition, the delayed trigger...
from the oscilloscope can be made to trigger a stroboscope illuminating the moving mechanical parts of the device which will reveal the status of the moving parts at that point in the operating cycle. This allows the operation of the mechanical parts to be observed in detail.

The particular setup used here is shown in block diagram form in Fig. 1. Here, the OCP line is connected to the external trigger input of time base B on a Tektronix 545A oscilloscope. With the oscilloscope probes connected to the circuits under test, the waveforms at those points will be displayed on that time base in synchronism with the operation of the device. The stroboscopic function is performed by a General Radio Strobotac, type 631-BL. As shown in Fig. 1, a thyratron is connected across the contactor terminals of the Strobotac, which is operated in the “contactor low” mode. This thyratron is fired by the initiation of the “+Gate A” signal from the oscilloscope. With the oscilloscope operated in the “B intensified by A” mode, the left-hand edge of the intensified region indicates the instant of Strobotac firing, and the mechanical and electrical indications may be correlated. (The Strobotac was used here because it was available; a “power timing light” of the type used for timing automobile ignition systems would be less expensive and more convenient to manipulate.)

A number of special diagnostic codes have been written using this technique to diagnose the Selectric typewriter, the paper tape punch, and the line printer. The typewriter diagnostic continually types lines consisting of twenty repetitions of a selected character followed by a carriage return. A pulse is transmitted to one OCP line before each character typeout and to another OCP line before each carriage return. This allows all of the mechanical and electrical functions of the typewriter to be checked. Although the computer is not sensitive at this time to input signals from the typewriter, these signals may still be observed as they are generated by the typewriter transmitting contacts and as they pass through the interface circuits up to the point where they are gated.
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with the typewriter input enable signal.
The punch diagnostic will either continually punch a selected character or alternately punch a line feed character (channels 1 through 7) and a stop code (channel 8). The line-printer diagnostic continually prints lines consisting of the entire character, set in rotation, followed by a few spaces. Pulses are emitted on separate OCP lines, when the printer is selected, before each character is transmitted to the printer buffer, before the print operation is commanded, and before paper-feed is commanded. A diagnostic for the buffer proper repetitively executes the load operation, loading a selected character and bypassing the print operation.

The printer, like other equipment of this type, produces signals which are sensed by central-processor instructions to determine whether a given operation is complete and another can begin. It is best if the diagnostic program does not use these signals, but rather incorporates dummy loops to provide the time delay appropriate for each operation. Under these conditions, the diagnostic can be used even if the circuits that generate the signals are not working.

This synchronization is also applied to the diagnosis of central-processor malfunctions. Sometimes a machine instruction will malfunction, often only when a particular data configuration exists in the machine registers. A diagnostic program is then written to establish the configuration in question, pulse an OCP line, execute the instruction, and repeat. The various circuits involved can then be readily checked. Since there are so many possible situations, these programs are written as needed.

If an on-line system has its OCP lines permanently connected to various external devices, it would be convenient to reserve one line for maintenance. Various diagnostic programs could then use this line for synchronizing with different functions.

Acknowledgements are due to Mr. W. R. Riihimaki for writing some of the diagnostic programs and otherwise assisting with the implementation of the technique. This work was performed under the auspices of the U. S. Atomic Energy Commission.
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CARTOGRAPHIC SCANNER TURNS MAPS INTO DATA FOR COMPUTER PROCESSING

The first automatic scanning device which converts maps into binary data for computer processing was reported in Washington, D.C. by IBM Corp. Called a cartographic scanner, the experimental device was developed and built in conjunction with the Canadian government by IBM’s Kingston development laboratory. It now is being used in Ottawa to help handle data in a computer-based information system being developed for land resource development.

The cartographic scanner has a motor which turns a large drum (16 inches in diameter, 50 inches long). Vacuum pressure holds a specially-prepared map around this drum. The scanner is used “off-line” (independent of a computer’s central processing unit), with a mag tape unit.

In preparing sources (or original) maps for scanning, a stylus traces eight-mil (eight thousandths-of-an inch) lines on white opaque plastic sheets. Only boundary lines are traced. The result is a map with a white background and transparent boundary lines. Because the surface of the drum is black, the map becomes white and black when it is mounted. When the drum is rotated, an eight-channel optical scan head travels a spiral path over the face of the drum. Each fiber optic channel covers a four-mil square area, and is pulsed at four-mil increments. Solid-state photo sensors are used in each channel.

If at least half of the area under a channel is black when the pulse is received, a ONE bit is generated. If not, a ZERO bit is generated. The ONES and ZEROS from each pulse are recorded as a byte (eight bits) on magnetic tape. This eight-channel, parallel-to-serial method of scanning simplifies the data transfer to magnetic tape and decreases scanning time. Bytes are produced at tape speed, so a 16-square-foot map (18 million bytes) can be scanned in less than 11 minutes.

When a map has been scanned completely, the tape unit shuts off, the scan head automatically returns to the starting position, and the map can be removed. It takes less than a minute to mount a new map.

The device was described in a paper presented by Donald R. Thompson, of IBM’s Kingston laboratory, at the 1967 ASP-ACSM (American Society of Photogrammetry-American Congress of Surveying and Mapping) Convention.
Spokesmen for a local electronics firm this week announced a digital computer program that — through fresh application of an old technique — virtually eliminates lost time due to malfunction of computer components. Called OREMA (oh-RAY-ma, from the Latin "oremus," meaning "let us pray"), the program offers at selected time intervals prayers for the continued integrity of memory units, tape transports, and other elements subject to depravity.

Basically liturgical in structure, OREMA uses standard petitions and intercessions stored on magnetic filetapes in Latin, Hebrew, and FORTRAN. It holds regular Maintenance Services thrice daily on an automatic cycle, and operator intervention is required only for mounting filetapes and making responses, such as "And with thy spirit," on the console typewriter.

Prayers in Hebrew and FORTRAN are offered directly to the Central Processing Unit, but Latin prayers may go to the peripheral equipment for transfer to the Central Processor by internal subroutines.

Although manufacturer-supplied Prayer Reels cover all machine troubles known today, the program will add punched-card prayers to any filetape, as needed, after the final existing Amen block. Classified Prayer Reels are available for Government installations.

In trials on selected machines, OREMA reduced by 98.2 percent the average down time due to component failure. The manufacturer's spokesmen emphasized, however, that OREMA presently defends only against malfunctions of hardware. Requestor errors and other human blunders will continue unchecked until completion of the later version, to be called SINOREMA.
A COMPUTER-LESS TELEVISION DISPLAY SYSTEM

J. L. NICHOLS,
Applications Engineer,
Fairchild Semiconductor,
Mt. View, Cal.

For major airports — a combination of video storage on a disk memory plus home-style TV sets.

An airline employee at a large terminal has just received information that a flight, due in the next few minutes, will be late. Plugging a special pen into a television monitor that is displaying flight arrival times, he erases from the TV screen the original arrival time, and writes the new time in its place. As he does this, all monitors in the terminal change in the same way as the one he is changing.

In another portion of the terminal another employee sits in front of a TV set and pushes buttons on a typewriter-like keyboard. A still picture of a departing jet appears on the screen. Another button is pressed and a list of arrivals and departures appears superimposed over the picture of the jet. Next, a small rectangle appears on the screen and dances around in response to activity at the keyboard, leaving characters on the screen in some places, filling in arrival and departure times that had previously been blank. A moment is spent proofreading the screen and then another button is pressed. The display appears on television monitors all over the terminal.

At a ticket counter an anxious traveler is searching for a friend. The attendant writes on the television monitor: Mr. Smith — call Ext. 2537.

A system such as this is possible with today's electronic technology. This display system requires no computer, and all the television monitors are standard 525-line home style TV sets. Very little additional circuitry is required at those monitors that are to be used with a light pen, and this need not be connected in any way to the set. The central part of this display system contains a disk memory, that has recorded on each of several of its tracks the analog signal for a single television frame. The video outputs from all tracks are distributed by a standard cable television transmission system over a coax line so that the selection of the track to be displayed on a monitor is simply done by using the channel selector on the set. Each video track on the disk may be modified in several ways:

- The track may be cleared (leaving a blank raster);
- Video analog signal may be added to the contents of the track from a TV camera, TV tape, or another track;
- Characters may be added to a video track from a character generator;
- Bright or dark spots may be added to a track in response to a pulse received from a light pen.

A video tape recorder and playback unit are included to provide a large amount of video storage for single frames: a one-hour video tape reel stores over one-hundred thousand (100,000) single frames. The character generation is performed by adding to the video track light and dark spots to form the characters. Each character is generated in the format of a matrix of dots and the matrix of dots for every character that may be required is stored on the same disk memory with the video signals. Also on the disk is a track that contains, for all dots in the character matrix, strobe pulses which are positioned so that when the output of this track is added to the output of a video track, the monitor will show a bright checkerboard rectangle the size of a character matrix, and positioned where the next character supplied to the unit will be.

The incoming character selection code is the address of the location on the disk where this dot matrix for that character is stored. The selected dot matrix is read from the disk and stored in a temporary register whose shifted output is used to replace the contents of the selected video track at the times indicated by the strobe track. After the new character has been added to the video track, the strobe track is delayed so that the strobes are now positioned for the next character. This method of character generation requires very little hardware in comparison to other methods, yet allows an update rate of 90 characters per second (360 WPM).

When the light pen operation is initiated from a monitor, the control system supplies only every other frame from the video track to the monitors on that channel. The remaining frames are supplied at a constant brightness level that is sufficient to trigger the light-sensitive element in the light pen. The rising edge of output of the light pen is used to trigger a single shot whose pulse output is sent back to the disk. At the disk, this pulse is initially used to cause a bright spot to be ORed with the output of the video track thus causing a brightening of the otherwise constant-brightness sweep at that point. This spot now provides the user with an indication of the point of effect of the pen without actually writing on the video track. When the user sees the point of effect, he can then press a button on the pen which will cause the pulses received at the disk to be written onto the video track. Pushing the button the other way causes the video track to be erased when a pulse is received.

The combination of the video storage on a disk memory, plus standard TV sets as monitor, and using disk storage for character generation, provides a cheap and flexible display system. The ability to modify a display with a light pen from any monitor costs very little in additional hardware, and adds a great deal of flexibility.
Computer Program Searches Characteristic Data of Diodes and Transistors

THE PROBLEM:
To devise a computer-based filing system which will provide a comprehensive, accurate, and ready reference to characteristic data of diodes and transistors.

THE SOLUTION:
A semiconductor information storage and retrieval system, which permits selective retrieval of information on diodes and transistors manufactured in the U.S. Any of the following types of information can be searched:
1. Device number
2. Maximum electrical characteristics
3. Typical electrical characteristics
4. Minimum electrical characteristics
5. Manufacturer(s)
6. Specifications to which each device can be procured
7. Numbers of reports describing pertinent reliability, test data, and failure information
8. Applicable comments.

HOW IT'S DONE:
The total system is composed of 12 separate digital magnetic tape files. Each file contains the applicable data for a major functional segment of the semiconductor field. Multipurpose devices are listed redundantly. The 12 individual files are:
1. General transistor file
2. Switching transistor file
3. Silicon controlled rectifier file
4. Unijunction transistor file
5. Field effect transistor file
6. General diode file
7. Reference diode file
8. Video detector file
9. RF mixer diode file
10. Switching diode file
11. Tunnel diode file

This system makes no attempt to judge the stored data; system design has been focused on providing the facts and suitable reference aids for human selection. When suitable retrieval requests are made of the file, the system will select and present to the user a listing of part numbered devices that fulfills his requirements. The system can thus be used to supply a complete listing of technical component information necessary for circuit designers, reliability engineers, and quality assurance personnel.

NOTES:
1. This program is now in operation at the Goddard Space Flight Center.
2. Inquiries concerning this invention may be directed to: Technology Utilization Officer, Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, Maryland 20771. Reference: B66-10529

PATENT STATUS:
Title to this invention has been waived under the provisions of the National Aeronautics and Space Act [42 U.S.C. 2457 (f)], to Booz-Allen Applied Research, Inc., 4733 Bethesda Avenue, Bethesda, Maryland.

END
A new generation of pulse transformers has been developed that are fully compatible with present dual-in-line integrated circuits.

Unlike anything available in the past, a new line of pulse transformers conform to IC configurations, utilizing the same pin patterns and occupying the same board space. They lend themselves to rapid assembly and to automatic insertion techniques being developed in the computer industry. The new modules are essentially the same size as the dual-in-line IC's, yet, each contains up to 3 or 4 pulse transformers. They are designed to meet the performance requirements of IC's with their faster speeds, lower amplitudes, and shorter pulse durations.

Pulse transformers are finding increasing usage in core memory systems principally because these passive devices offer a wide range of functional qualities not found in any other single component or circuit. Now they match present IC's both physically and electrically, and circuit designers can readily take advantage of these unique properties—common mode isolation, inversion, voltage gain, current gain, DC isolation, wide band-pass capabilities, and no standby power dissipation.

The dramatic size reductions in transformers were made possible by two recent developments. First, the semiconductor, IC circuitry, and new 20 mil memory cores that require much lower ET constants than prior equipment. This permits a much smaller transformer core cross section. Secondly, multiple element packaging and new packaging techniques have greatly reduced the physical size of pulse transformers, and also substantially reduced their cost.

Just how well matched are these new pulse transformers to the electrical characteristics of present-day IC's? Let's take a look. Digital integrated circuits have pulse amplitudes of approximately 5 volts, pulse widths in the order of 50 to 500 nanoseconds, and rise times in the order of 5 to 15 nanoseconds. To apply a pulse transformer to a circuit with these characteristics, and provide acceptable droop, we need primary inductance values ranging from 25 to 250 microhenries with ET constants to 2.5V \(\mu\text{sec}\). And from this basic platform other characteristics can be considered such as turn ratios, leakage inductance, coupling capacity, balanced windings, and common-mode rejection.

From the above, let's select the "worst-case" values and see whether or not the new pulse transformers will, in fact, perform with today's integrated circuits.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Primary inductance</td>
<td>250 (\mu\text{H})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ET constant</td>
<td>2.5V (\mu\text{sec}) (5V, 0.5 (\mu\text{sec}))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rise time</td>
<td>5 nanoseconds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coupling capacity</td>
<td>Consistent with rise-leakage inductance time requirement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Winding resistance</td>
<td>0.65 ohms max. each winding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pulse droop</td>
<td>Less than 10%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As will be seen from the above, the new pulse transformers will more than match the required performance standards demanded by present integrated circuits. In addition to physical and electrical compatibility, we should not overlook the benefit that once installed, pulse transformers are an almost changeless component—unaffected by age, and virtually indestructible.

For more information on these new IC compatible pulse transformers:
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Editor’s Note: Computer Design is pleased to present the first article in a series on “Negative Radix Arithmetic”. A number system employing a negative base exhibits properties which are interesting in their own right, but also offers promise of revolutionizing the organization and design philosophy of the digital computer and kindred machines, particularly in view of the advent of the integrated circuit. In this series, Mr. deRegt will present an introductory course in Negative Radix Arithmetic, and will state the case for the design of systems based on the negative radix. Computer Design believes that the astute reader may well find that this technique is the key to a new generation of computing machines.
PART 1
Introduction To Negative Radix Number Systems

The representation of numbers is one of the most abstract of concepts and its historical development has been in concert with cultural and economic development. Until some fifteen years ago, the binary number system was best known to number theorists and devotees of an ancient Chinese game known as Nim. The advent of relays, electronic switching circuits, and bi-stable-state storage devices created the use for existing binary theory and technology, as well as the demand for further development of binary system techniques. Automatic systems of number storage and operation using these two-state devices were clearly superior to any using multi-state devices, and a number system comprising only two symbols was clearly superior to one requiring ten. Concurrent with the representation of numbers went the development of representation of polarity, positive and negative. The polarity representations developed for human use were also not well adapted to computers, and the conventional "sign-and-magnitude" notation used by people was soon replaced for computers by one or the other of two forms of radix complement notation, since this greatly simplified the circuitry required for addition and subtraction.

Although many of the present-day requirements for speed, size, and reliability are being met by technological progress, modern digital computer designs are still fundamentally constrained by current concepts of representing numbers and their polarities. To overcome these limitations, research effort is being increasingly expended on the discovery of new means of number representation. In this series of articles we shall describe some results of one such effort: a system in which the radix or base is a negative rather than a positive number.

The Promise of Negative Radix Notation

Superficially, the advantages of negative radix notation appear to lie mainly in representation, because no separate polarity symbols are needed. However, the truly significant advantages stem from operational rather than representational considerations. The properties of negative radix number systems are such that arithmetic may be performed on a digit ("stage" in a machine) basis rather than on a number ("register" in a machine) basis. That is, an arithmetic operation on corresponding digits of a pair (or more) of numbers is invariant with respect to the polarities of the two (or more) numbers in which they are separately imbedded. Two independent implications follow: one, that a true variable-word-length operation is completely practicable, permitting modular construction in terms of quantity of digit positions; and two, that simultaneous operations on multiple (two or more) operands are completely practicable, permitting modular construction in terms of number of operands. These two implications are independent of device technology; however, they are particularly meaningful in relation to the rapidly increasing use of integrated circuits in computer design, and are most especially meaningful in the full exploitation of large-scale integration.

We shall discuss further the detailed consequences of this possibility of reducing operations to an assemblage

Maurits P. de Regt was born in Dordrecht, Holland on June 17, 1919. He received a B.S. degree from Webb Institute of Naval Architecture, New York, in 1942, and later studied Electrical and Industrial Engineering at the University of California at Berkeley. He then worked in the fields of shipbuilding and mechanical power transmission equipment. He entered the digital computer field when he joined the Boeing Airplane Company in 1953. Between 1956 and 1959 he headed the Digital Computer Laboratory of the Pilotless Aircraft Division. He subsequently served as District Sales Manager in Los Angeles for Philco's Computer Division, Project Director for command/control system software design for Technical Operations, Inc., and Principal Scientist in numerous assignments for Booz-Allen Applied Research, Inc. He joined Melpar's Systems Analysis Laboratory in February of this year. His interest in negative radix notation preceded his entry into the computer field, and followed a long-standing interest in number systems. He has patents pending on numerous negative radix computer circuits and modules.
of modular, digit-oriented units, after we have demonstrated enough of the negative radix concept so that the reader has a feel for the mechanics of the techniques. It suffices for now to say that such an organization can be expected to confer the following advantages:

- The drastic reduction of system-level logic and interconnections will reduce power consumption, increase reliability, allow greatly increased simultaneity of operations, and promote a true variable-configuration computer.

- The incorporation of complete operational logic in the digit-oriented unit will allow true variable-word-length operations, modular construction, program control of register length or program control of computer configuration. It will also promote easy hardware redundancy and graceful system degradation.

- The modularity of the operational unit will allow production efficiency in integrated circuit manufacture, since few different modules will be needed. Modularity of complex units will in turn be made economically possible by the negligible cost difference between simple and complex integrated circuits.

## WHAT IS NEGATIVE RADIX NOTATION?

In a digital computer, one of the most important of the design considerations is the number system in which numbers will be represented. The choice of number system is independent of the physical devices being used. Most computer designers choose either the binary or the binary-coded-decimal system, and next face the question of how to represent negative numbers—sign and magnitude, radix-complement, or diminished radix-complement.

Both of these questions, i.e., number system and negative number representation, can be answered simultaneously by the use of a negative radix. In such a system, the base is not positive — plus ten or plus two for decimal and binary, respectively — but negative. As stated earlier, such representation is conceptual, and is completely independent of the physical means of representing numerals. If there are advantages in such a system, they will apply regardless of the physical devices — cryotron cores, cores, parametrons, transistors, relays, gears, or fluidic elements — used to construct the system. If there are advantages, they will apply whether we speak of serial or parallel, synchronous or asynchronous, small-scale or large-scale, low-speed or high-speed, general-purpose or special-purpose.

The most striking aspect of negative-radix arithmetic is its simplicity. Although it may seem confusing at first, it is in the same sense that manipulating small parts viewed by means of a dentist’s mirror is confusing. An almost mathematics-free approach will be used in this series, so that the beauty and simplicity of the arithmetic is not obscured by ponderous mathematics nor obfuscated by elaborate symbology. These positive qualities will be clearly illustrated by examples, which will use manual algorithms to illustrate the small difference in difficulty and the large reduction in “rule” knowledge required for manipulation.

### Positional Notation

Most of the mathematics that will be used will refer to the familiar polynomial defined below to show the general applicability of specific relationships or procedures. This polynomial defines positional notation, in which the weight of a digit in an integer is indicated by the value assigned to its position in a string of digits comprising the integer. A lack of any value for a given position is designated by the symbol zero.

The n-digit number represented by the sequence of n digits:

\[ a_{n-1}a_{n-2}...a_2a_1a_0 \]

represents the quantity:

\[ a_{n-1}r^{n-1} + a_{n-2}r^{n-2} + ... + a_2r^2 + a_1r + a_0 \]

in which r is the base or radix and is normally an integer greater than unity, and \( a_i \) is taken from the set of r negative integer digits \((0,1,2, ..., r-1)\). All positive integers may be uniquely expressed in this way. This polynomial notation may be extended to represent some fractions exactly (those having only prime factors of \( r \) in the denominator), and other fractions to any desired degree of accuracy, separating the integral and fractional parts by means of the radix point; thus, the \( n+m \) digit number:

\[ a_{n-1}...a_0...a_2a_1a_0 \]

represents the quantity:

\[ a_{n-1}r^{n-1} + ... + a_0 + a_{n-1}r^{-1} + a_2r^{-2} + ... + a_{m+1}r^{-m-1} + a_mr^{-m} \]

The familiar base ten system is formally called the denary system, and this system extended by means of the radix point is familiarly called the decimal system. Similarly, the familiar name for octanary (base 8) is Octal. We shall be concerned in this series of articles with scales of notation in which \( r \) can be a negative integer, specifically, the negative decimal scale \((-10)\) and the negative binary scale \((-2)\). We shall also consider the quaternary \((+4)\), the negative octal \((-8)\), and the hexadecimal \((+16)\), in which the symbols for the numerals are expressed in terms of negative binary numbers. These scales may include numerals that represent negative values: these will be denoted by bold-face type for the corresponding symbol of positive value (e.g., \( 8 \) is equivalent to negative \( 8 \)).

### Negative Radix Notation

#### And Its Conventions

As an example of a number in base \(-10\), the decimal quantity \( +1783 \) would be represented by 19823, which stands for:

\[ 1(-10)^4 + 9(-10)^3 + 8(-10)^2 \]
\[ + 2(-10)^1 + 3(-10)^0 \]
\[ = 10,000 - 9,000 + 800 -20 + 3 = 1783. \]

Similarly, \(-1783 \) would be represented by 2397. In
negative binary (base = -2), decimal -67, which is -1,000,011 in conventional binary, is represented by
11,001,101:
\[1(-2)^7 + 1(-2)^6 + 0(-2)^5 + 0(-2)^4 + 1(-2)^3 + 1(-2)^2 + 0(-2) + 1 = -128 + 64 - 8 + 4 + 1 = -67.\]

An ambiguity exists in the phrase “a negative binary number”, since the reference may be to a negative number in base +2, or to a number of either polarity in base -2. The number system whose base is -2 will therefore be referred to as the “negabinary” system whereas the conventional base +2 system will be called simply the binary system. Common names for other positive base systems will similarly be prefixed when referring to their negative base counterparts.

In all these articles, the following conventions will be observed; all are based on the general polynomial presented above. Positions in the polynomial will be indicated by means of the radix superscript; for example, position 2 (or stage 2 or digit 2) will refer to the quantity \(a_2r^2\), which is the third term to the left of the radix point; \(a_4\) will refer to the fourth digit, position, or stage to the right of the radix point. In general, \(a_i\) will refer to the \((i + 1)\)th position to the left if \(i\) is positive or zero, and to the \(i\)th position to the right if \(i\) is negative.

Polarity symbols + and − (read “positive” and “negative” as adjectives) will be used only in front of positive-radix numbers; unsigned numbers will generally be negative-radix numbers. Addition and subtraction operations will be indicated in text rather than by symbols, in order to avoid confusion with polarity designations. Numbers spelled out will always be positive decimal. Numbers in other bases will be indicated by numerals (e.g., 193_{-10} is read “one-nine-three, base -10” and not “one hundred ninety-three”).

Examples:

(1) \(+13 = 13_{10} = 193_{-10}\)
Read: “thirteen equals one-nine-three, base -10”

(2) Addition base +10:
Add: \(+3\)
\(-14 \text{ or } (+3) + (-14) = (-11)\)
\(-11\)
Read: “positive three plus negative fourteen equals negative eleven”.

3. Subtraction base -10:
Subtract: \(3\)
\(26 \text{ or } 3 - 26 = 197\)
\(197\)
Read: “three minus two-six equals one-nine-seven”.

Other conventions will be defined and explained as they are introduced.

Before proceeding to a detailed description of negative-radix arithmetic, a special decimal system that follows similar rules will first be explained. This special system is an extension of the familiar decimal in which the set of numerals is increased to include \(-1, -2, \ldots, -9\). The application of normal arithmetic rules to this system will have an effect which is exactly analogous to the application of negative-radix-arithmetic rules to negative-radix numbers.

### A SPECIAL DECIMAL SYSTEM

Consider a system of number representation in which the radix is +10 and the numerals comprise 0 and both positive and negative values of the integers 1 through 9, or nineteen numerals in all. Then the value of the n-term polynomial:
\[a_{n-1}r^{n-1} + a_{n-2}r^{n-2} + \cdots + a_1r^1 + \cdots + a_3r^2 + a_1 + a_0\]
for \(r = +10\) and for \(-9 < a_i < +9\) may be represented, just as for a conventional decimal number, by the sequence of \(n\) digits:
\[a_{n-1} a_{n-2} \cdots a_3 a_1 a_0.\]

In this special system we shall restrict the set of negative digits, \(a_i = (1, 2, 3, \ldots, 9)\), to those positions for which \(i\) is odd; and we shall restrict the set of positive digits, \(a_i = (1, 2, 3, \ldots, 9)\), to those positions for which \(i\) is even; a zero will be permitted in any position. No polarity symbol will be used. Thus, we might have 1 \(2 \ 3 \ 5 \ 4\) or 6 \(0 \ 0 \ 1\). Conversion from such a system to conventional decimal is straightforward, and a few examples will suffice to explain.

**Example 1:** Convert 1 2 8 5 9 and 6 7 2 4 to decimal. Each number may be resolved into its positive and negative parts. For example, the positive part of the first one is +10809, and the negative part is -2050. These two parts may then be added algebraically to obtain the normal decimal number, thus:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Add:} & \quad +10809 \\
& \quad -2050 \\
& \quad +8759
\end{align*}
\]

Similarly, the second number may be converted by resolving it into +704 and -6020:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Add:} & \quad -6020 \\
& \quad +704 \\
& \quad -5316
\end{align*}
\]

The arithmetic for making these conversions is conventional decimal, which is the system that the separate number parts are expressed in. For conversion back to special decimal, however, the arithmetic of the special decimal is used.

**Special Decimal Arithmetic**

The arithmetic tables for the special decimal system are exactly the same as the arithmetic tables for conventional decimal, except that the presence of negative digits requires use of the laws of signs. The arithmetic of special decimal is also best explained by a few simple examples.

**Example 2:** Add 26 and 7 in special decimal, and convert to conventional decimal.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Add:} & \quad 26 \\
& \quad 7 \\
& \quad 13
\end{align*}
\]

In this example, the sum of 6 and 7 is 3, carry 1. The 1 added to the 2 in the tens column gives 1. A more
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complete explanation is provided by expanding the numbers, as follows:

Add: \[ 2(10)^{1} + 6(10)^{0} + 7(10)^{0} \]
\[ 2(10)^{1} + 15(10)^{0} \]
\[ 2(10)^{1} + 10(10)^{0} + 3(10)^{0} \]
\[ 2(10)^{1} + 1(10)^{1} + 3(10)^{0} \]
\[ 1(10)^{1} + 3(10)^{0} \]

If the numbers are converted to conventional decimal, we have the following:

Add: \[ -14 + 7 - 7 \]

Example 3: Add 326 and 92.

Add: 326
92
\[ \underline{218} \]

In this example, the sum of 6 and 2 is 8, with no carry. The sum of 2 and 9 is 1, carry 1. (Note that all digits, including the carry, are negative.) For the hundreds position, the sum of 3 and the carry-in of 1 is 2.

Converting the operands to conventional decimal and adding, we have:

\[ 326 = +360 + -20 = +286 \]
\[ 92 = +2 + -90 = -88 \]
\[ \underline{+198} \]

Note that this operation, although nominally addition, was really subtraction. In special decimal, however, adding the same quantities requires true addition. This is true, even though the carry-in was negative, because carry-in is a digit-level algorithmic process, and not a word-level arithmetic operation.

Since the signs of adjacent columns in special decimal are different, a carry-out from any column will, in general, be subtracted from the sum of the next higher column. If the sum of the next higher column happens to be zero, then the subtractive carry-in will generate an additive carry-out. This is illustrated in the next example.

Example 4: Add 308 and 9 in special decimal.

This problem is more clearly explained by using the expanded form of the numbers:

\[ 3(10)^{2} + 0(10)^{1} + 8(10)^{0} \]
\[ 9(10)^{0} \]
\[ 3(10)^{2} + 0(10)^{3} + 17(10)^{0} \]
\[ 3(10)^{2} + 1(10)^{1} + 7(10)^{0} \]

Note that the second term is not negative, although it must be by the rules of special decimal. In order to force a negative digit, we note that \( 1 = 10 - 9 \), and thus we can write:

\[ 3(10)^{2} + (10 - 9)(10)^{1} + 7(10)^{0} \]
\[ 3(10)^{2} + 1(10)^{2} - 9(10)^{1} + 7(10)^{0} \]
\[ 4(10)^{2} + 9(10)^{1} + 7(10)^{0} \]

In the short form of the example, the procedure may be explained as follows:

Add: \[ 309 \]
\[ \underline{497} \]

The sum of 8 and 9 is 7, carry 1. The sum of 0 and 1 is 9, carry 1 (or 10 + 9; in other words 1 = 19). The sum of 3 and the carry-in of 1 is 4.

In subtraction, a borrow of 1 can be considered to be a carry of 1, and conversely, a borrow of 1 is equivalent to a carry of 1. Since the polarities of alternating columns alternate, carries are therefore additive for the next higher column. The examples will illustrate.

Example 5: Subtract

\[ 26 \]
\[ 7 \]
\[ \underline{39} \]

The difference of 6 and 7 is 9, borrow 1 (carry 1). The difference of 2 and 0, with a carry-in of 1, is 3. The expanded form of the example will serve as a more detailed explanation.

\[ 2(10)^{1} + 6(10)^{0} \]
\[ 7(10)^{0} \]
\[ 2(10)^{1} - 1(10)^{0} \]
\[ 2(10)^{1} - 1(10 - 9)(10)^{0} \]
\[ 2(10)^{1} - (10)^{1} + 9(10)^{0} \]
\[ 3(10)^{1} + 9(10)^{0} \]

Converted to conventional decimal, this example becomes:

Subtract: \[ -14 + 7 \]
\[ \underline{-21} \]

Two more subtraction examples will be given; the examples on the left are in special decimal, and on the right, in conventional decimal.

Example 6: Subtract

\[ 326 \]
\[ 92 \]
\[ \underline{434} \]

Example 7: Subtract

\[ 308 \]
\[ 9 \]
\[ \underline{319} \]

Now conversion from conventional decimal to special decimal can be explained by means of a few examples.

Example 8: Convert \( +8759 \) and \(-5316 \) to special decimal.

The basic procedure is to resolve the number into two signed parts, one containing the digits in even positions, alternating with zeroes, and the other the digits in odd positions, alternating with zeroes:

\[ +8759 = ( +0709) + ( +8050) \]
By changing the sign of both the operation and the polarity of the odd position part, the two parts may be converted directly to special decimal.

\[ +8759 = (+0709) - (-8050) \]

These two parts may then be subtracted using special decimal arithmetic.

\[ 0709 \]
\[ 8050 \]
\[ 12859 = +8759 \]

In the second example, the signs of the even position part are changed because the number is negative:

\[ -5316 = (-5010) + (-0306) \]
\[ = (-5010) - (+0306) \]
\[ = 5010 - 0306 \]
\[ 5010 \]
\[ 0306 \]
\[ 5010 \]
\[ 0306 \]
\[ 6724 \]

The rules for multiplication follow from the rules for addition; in short, the carry-out is normally subtractive. If one of the product digits is a zero, then the carry-out from that position is additive.

The following example will illustrate.

Example 9: Find the product of 19 and 19.

Multiply:

\[
\begin{array}{c}
19 \\
\times 19 \\
\hline
11 \\
19 \\
\hline
001
\end{array}
\]

The product of 9 and 9 is 1, carry 8. The product of 1 and 9 is 9, and this product added to the carry-in of 8 gives 1, or \( 9 + 8 = 1 \). The product of 19 and 9 is thus 11. For the second line, the product of 9 and 1 is 9, and the product of 1 and 1 is 1. The product of 19 and 1 is thus 19. Now the sum of 1 and 0 is 1; the sum of 1 and 9 is 0, carry 1; the sum of 1 and the carry-in of 1 is 0. This completes the example.

Representation and arithmetic in the special decimal are therefore relatively easy, although a little “left-handed” (for right-handers). Now, because even positions have positive weight and the odd positions have negative weight in both special decimal and negadecimal (base \(-10\)), the rules for special decimal, which are not so confusing to understand or to apply, may be used for negadecimal. Note that in negadecimal the weights derive not from the numerals, which all have positive values, but from the powers of the radix, which, since the radix is negative \((-10\)), will be positive for even powers and negative for odd powers.

Since conversion between negadecimal and special decimal is accomplished simply by changing to, or from, bold-face type on all non-zero digits in odd positions, checking examples in negadecimal by converting to special decimal is easy, and may clear up otherwise difficult points. This procedure is recommended in examples in the articles which follow.

**BASIC NEGATIVE DECIMAL ARITHMETIC**

The rules for negative radix arithmetic (as for the special decimal) are the same as for conventional arithmetic, except that the sign of the carry is changed. In other words, a carry becomes a borrow, and a borrow becomes a carry, just as in the special decimal. However, the borrow terminology will not be used; instead, both carries and borrows will be called carries, and signed numerals will be used, as in the special decimal. Thus, \( 9 \times 7 \) in negadecimal is three, carry negative six. Expressed as a product, \( 9 \times 7 = 63 \), which, in expanded form, is equivalent to \(-6(-10)^1 + 3(-10)^0\).

Because counting is the simplest arithmetic operation, it will be useful to introduce both the arithmetic and the representation of negadecimal by counting. For a reason which will be apparent later, we shall start by counting down from zero. The first negative integer is obtained by subtracting one from zero.

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{Negadecimal} \\
19 \\
18 \\
17 \\
16 \\
15 \\
14 \\
13 \\
12 \\
11 \\
10 \\
\hline
\text{Decimal} \\
0 \\
-1 \\
-2 \\
-3 \\
-4 \\
-5 \\
-6 \\
-7 \\
-8 \\
-9 \\
-10
\end{array}
\]

At this point, subtracting unity results in the following operation:

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{Negadecimal} \\
10 \\
\text{Decimal} \\
-10
\end{array}
\]

As before, 0 less 1 is 9, carry 1. This time the 1 is added to the difference of 1 and 0, which gives a total of 2, as shown in the example. We thus continue with the table:

\[
\begin{array}{c|c}
\text{Negadecimal} & \text{Decimal} \\
10 & 10 \\
29 & -11 \\
28 & -12 \\
27 & -13 \\
26 & -14 \\
25 & -15 \\
24 & -16 \\
23 & -17 \\
22 & -18 \\
21 & -19 \\
20 & -20 \\
39 & -21 \\
38 & -22 \\
\hline
\end{array}
\]

and so on.
Counting up from zero, the first nine integers have the same form as in decimal:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Negadecimal</th>
<th>Decimal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>+1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>+2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>+3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>+4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>+5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>+6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>+7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>+8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>+9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

At this point, the operation is as follows:

\[
\text{Add: } 9 + 1 = 10, \text{ carry 1.}
\]

The sum of 9 and 1 is 0, carry 1. The sum of 0 and 1 is the same as the difference between 0 and 1, which we found to be 19 in the first count-down. The next nine are straightforward:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Negadecimal</th>
<th>Decimal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>+9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>190</td>
<td>+10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>191</td>
<td>+11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>192</td>
<td>+12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>193</td>
<td>+13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>194</td>
<td>+14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>195</td>
<td>+15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>196</td>
<td>+16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>197</td>
<td>+17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>198</td>
<td>+18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>199</td>
<td>+19</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For the next integer, form the sum of 199 and 1.

\[
\text{Add: } 199 + 1 = 200, \text{ carry 0.}
\]

The table then continues:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Negadecimal</th>
<th>Decimal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>199</td>
<td>+19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>198</td>
<td>+20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>197</td>
<td>+21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>196</td>
<td>+22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>195</td>
<td>+23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>194</td>
<td>+24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>193</td>
<td>+25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>192</td>
<td>+26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>191</td>
<td>+27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>190</td>
<td>+28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>189</td>
<td>+29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>188</td>
<td>+30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>187</td>
<td>+31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>186</td>
<td>+32</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The numbers in the special decimal examples in the preceding section can be converted to negadecimal simply by changing from bold-face type. Repeating these examples below, negadecimal conversion and arithmetic are illustrated. The explanations for negadecimal may be paraphrased from those given in the preceding section, remembering only to change the sign of the carry (but note that the effect is not changed).

**Examples**

1. Convert 12859 and 6724 to decimal.

\[
\begin{align*}
+12859 & \quad -6020 \\
-2050 & \quad +704 \\
+8759 & \quad -5316
\end{align*}
\]

In each of the following examples 2 through 7, negadecimal will be given on the left and the decimal equivalent on the right.

2. Add 26 and 7, and repeat for decimal.

\[
\begin{align*}
26 & \quad -14 \\
7 & \quad +7 \\
\hline
13 & \quad -7
\end{align*}
\]

3. Add:

\[
\begin{align*}
326 & \quad +286 \\
92 & \quad -88 \\
218 & \quad +196
\end{align*}
\]

4: Add:

\[
\begin{align*}
308 & \quad +308 \\
9 & \quad +9 \\
497 & \quad +317
\end{align*}
\]

5. Subtract:

\[
\begin{align*}
26 & \quad -14 \\
7 & \quad +7 \\
\hline
39 & \quad -21
\end{align*}
\]

6. Subtract:

\[
\begin{align*}
326 & \quad +286 \\
92 & \quad -88 \\
434 & \quad +374
\end{align*}
\]

7. Subtract:

\[
\begin{align*}
308 & \quad +308 \\
9 & \quad +9 \\
319 & \quad +299
\end{align*}
\]

8. Convert -8759 and -5316 to negadecimal.

\[
\begin{align*}
+8759 & = (+0709) + (+8050) \\
& = (+0709) - (-8050) \text{ (in decimal)} \\
& = 0709 - 8050 \text{ (in negadecimal)}
\end{align*}
\]

Subtract

\[
\begin{align*}
0709 & \\
8050 & \\
-12859 & \\
\hline
(-5316) & = (-5010) + (-0306) \\
& = (-5010) - (+0306) \\
& = 5010 - 0306
\end{align*}
\]

Subtract

\[
\begin{align*}
5010 & \\
0306 & \\
-6724 & \\
\hline
\text{Subtract}
\end{align*}
\]


**Multiply:**

\[
\begin{align*}
19 & \\
19 & \\
\hline
11 & \\
19 & \\
001 &
\end{align*}
\]

The details of the steps in these simple examples are left as an exercise for the reader. In the next article,
negative radix representation will be presented much more fully, in a discussion covering negative decimal, negative binary, negative radix codes, and use of negative digits, fractions, and number ranges.

ARITHMETIC, COMPUTERS, AND INTEGRATED CIRCUITS

Before going on to the more detailed discussions of the succeeding articles, it is of interest to review some of the properties of negative radix notation which are already apparent, and to describe some of the design concepts to which these properties lead. The purpose of this series is in fact to teach negative radix arithmetic, not only because it is extremely interesting in its own right, but to stimulate rapid development of its properties and their exploitation in computer design. Such encouragement would be warranted even if only minor improvements could be foreseen; the fact is that the rapidly expanding semiconductor technology appears to make “a computer on a slice” eventually feasible. A serious and completely fundamental obstacle to this objective derives from the fact that each register in a computer arithmetic unit requires its own control circuitry. This design fact of life can be traced directly back to the limitations imposed by the requirement for knowledge of operand and result magnitudes and polarities. This knowledge, by definition, is on a word level rather than a digit level. The basic property of negative radix notation as illustrated in the preceding examples, is that digit positions carry both magnitude and polarity information. This removes the above limitations since a priori or a posteriori knowledge of operand or result magnitudes and polarities is not necessary. The potential therefore exists for chaining (for example) accumulator modules together to any desired length without concern with such things as carry-ins to the least significant digit, end-around carries, overflows, numerical shifts, etc. This is not easy to do in normal binary because the most significant digit is different from all others: it carries polarity information rather than magnitude information.

There are other interesting properties but these are more in the nature of constraints, to be compared with analogous constraints in other number systems. The property noted above is the key to possible realization of advanced computer organization and corresponding software concepts. These advanced concepts may perhaps be of as great importance to the semiconductor industry as to the computer industry, since their full exploitation is dependent upon large-scale-array technology.

Integrated circuits and the manner in which they are produced tend to reduce the importance of both the number of components in a circuit and its complexity. In two production items of different complexities, the biggest cost difference is more likely to result from a somewhat higher reject rate of the more complex item than from an intrinsic difference in production cost. One effect of this fact will be to tend to force system complexities from high system levels down to lower system levels. Current improvements in IC production techniques are of such a nature as to diminish even more the difference in end cost between simple and complex circuits. Thus, if arithmetic can be accomplished by decreasing the logic at the register (word) level, and increasing it when necessary at stage (digit) level, there are clearly advantages in doing so.

The basic requisites for making large-scale arrays practicable appear to be a high measure of general applicability combined with easy partitioning. There must be relatively few basic array designs and each of these designs should be sufficiently general-purpose to be useful over a wide range of design functions, and should require relatively few interconnections with other modules. The digit-oriented nature of negative radix arithmetic appears to lend itself to modules designed to have these requisites.

First of all, because the arithmetic is digit rather than word-oriented, complete operation logic can be built into the stage. As illustrated in the examples, addition in negative radix always means the addition of the individual operand digits, and not sometimes subtraction of operand digits. In a computer, the ADD command may then be applied to each stage, regardless of word polarity. Since carry-in is intrinsically a digit-level operation, the possibility of negative, as well as positive carries-in, only result in a slight increase in stage complexity, a small matter in an IC technology. Chaining such stages together will result in complete arithmetic registers or accumulators, which will not require logic circuitry other than operation code decoding. Secondly, arithmetic of higher magnitude radix, such as +4, -8, +10, +16, and so on, may be performed by stages in which the arithmetic is actually fully parallel negative binary (that is, all negabinary carries within each stage are generated simultaneously). Each such stage may also contain complete operation logic, so that a chain comprising an accumulator will need no exterior control logic except operation code decoding. At an extreme, such a stage may be byte size — that is, be of radix (-2)^8, or base +256, and contain the logic necessary for performing all normal functions: shifts left and right, complementation, addition, subtraction, and comparison. Registers comprising many such stages will require only the data input and command input lines, and data output lines. Overflow is simply the carry-out of the MSD stage.

If it is possible to extend the length of a register by merely connecting additional stages at the high order end without higher level changes in logic, then the possibility is introduced of doing so under program control. Such a possibility may be realized by dividing a very long register into a number of smaller ones, and thus performing the identical arithmetic operation on a number of small-sized operands. This procedure is possible simply because no separate provisions are necessary for polarity manipulation, and overflow detection is easily programmed.
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The essential simplicity of both the arithmetic and the logic will permit placing a large number, say several hundred, of such stages on a single wafer. Such wafers may be chained to make a register of several thousand stages. With appropriate additions to the logic and storage capability of each stage, the potential exists for a variable configuration computer, in which the actual configuration of registers may be set up by software.

A further elaboration may be described in which the control information for an operation in a register defined as above may be stored in the lower order three or four positions of a word, permitting either data or control information to be handled in a given register position. Such a design would further reduce the interconnections and partitioning problems of large-scale arrays; there would only be input/output lines. Additional logic in each stage would provide for transmission at terminal stages of carries (for adjoining digital differential analyzer integrators); of shifts (for the less significant portions of partial products and remainders); of commands (for block processors); or of any combination for special configurations. The possibility that these configurations might be established by software in nanoseconds is of great importance in exploitation of large-scale arrays.

The reliability of such a long chain would be very low. A redundant circuit would be provided for each stage, so that faulty stages can be detected and bypassed; again, stage-oriented arithmetic makes this possible. The net effect of faulty stages dropping out is a gradual reduction in the overall length of the chain. Thus, a computation for which the chain is divided into many registers will tend to become more serial and less parallel. Information on the current net length may be made available to a monitor or supervisory routine to permit computation of optimum register configurations. This ideally describes graceful degradation and self-repair.

A configuration such as the above allows for faulty stages in production, and automatically bypasses them from the beginning. Initial tests will be required to ensure that each majority is not in fact a majority of errors. The size of an array would thus be limited only by physical considerations. A large array is completely general purpose, and may, under program control, be configured at any time to a digital differential analyzer, an incremental computer, a general-purpose computer, block processors, or any combination (hybrid) thereof, by the user.

There are also reliability implications which accompany the exchange of complexities from high to low level. If the high-level interconnections are reduced in number, the system reliability is inherently increased. The increase of complexity at the lower level will offset this reliability increase to a greater or lesser degree, but the
problem is now concentrated in the general area of interconnection within the chip or wafer where failure rate is low and operating time over many applications is high. The effect, as integrated circuit production techniques improve, is an increase in reliability coincident with a decrease in unit circuit cost. Also, properly interconnected large-scale arrays could be designed with a high degree of built-in redundancy. The effects on computer production of transferring system complexities, connections, etc., from higher to lower system levels by means of large-scale arrays can be summarized as follows:

- lower production costs
- smaller size
- lower power consumption
- higher reliability
- redundancy easily built in
- standardization of functional arithmetic modules.

These advantages can be realized with modules based on negative radix representation.

The foregoing touches on some ways in which computer design may exploit the advantages of negative radix notation, utilizing both hardware design and software innovations. The information which will be presented in coming articles will enable the reader to decide for himself the extent to which these are solid potentialities.
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Part 2 of this series will appear in the June issue...
**NEW PRODUCTS**

**PUSHBUTTON ROTARY SWITCH**

Miniature pushbutton rotary switch permits complete panel sealing to prevent contamination of switch and panel interior. Individual modules can be sealed from dust and moisture. Recommended specifically for military communications equipment environments where panel sealing is required. Designed to meet the requirements of MIL-S-22710. It is available in all 8- and 10-position standard octal and BCD codes. Button extends only 3/16" beyond the panel. Digitran Co., Pasadena, Cal.

Circle No. 266 on Inquiry Card

**IC TESTER**

New tester designed to test integrated circuit logic cards can be supplied with simple adapters that allow rapid, go-no-go, programmable testing of any DTL or TTL logic card. The tester can be utilized in single-operation tests involving as many as 16 individual, self-sequencing steps requiring less than 3 seconds total test time. The sequence is programmed by insertion of patch cords into a patch panel on the unit. For high-volume, repetitive testing, prepatched panels can be supplied. Stepping operation is performed by a rotary stepping switch with gold-plated contacts. The unit automatically stops at any step where the test board fails. The test unit provides a check of logic function operation as well as correct voltage levels. A counter indicator on the card tester allows the operator to determine the exact malfunction in the IC board being tested. Also, a single-step test switch is provided for detailed trouble-shooting on the test board. Wyle Laboratories, Products Div., El Segundo, Cal.

Circle No. 259 on Inquiry Card

**DIGITAL RECORDER**

A new asynchronous digital recorder, the Model ADR-100, writes data at the rate of 2000 characters per second which is said to be approximately 4 times faster than other asynchronous recorders currently available. Another feature of the system is its ability to record during the start interval in the asynchronous mode, assuring the acquisition of all random input signals. Three models of the NRZ-I system are designed to complement and be compatible with the seven-channel IBM systems 727 and 729 and the 800-bpi nine-channel IBM 360. Packing densities of the Model ADR-100 are 200, 556, and 800 bpi, with a recording error rate of better than 1 in 10^6 bits. Skew is held to less than 250 microseconds. Rever-Mincom Div. 3M Co., Camarillo, Cal.

Circle No. 212 on Inquiry Card

**RECORDING HEAD**

A new 7-track, IBM-compatible magnetic recording head is said to offer an unconditionally-guaranteed life of 2000 hours. The outstanding feature of the new head is reported to be its almost complete immunity to wear due to a patented manufacturing process. Called all-glass bonding, the process combines pole pieces of a ceramic, non-magnetic ferrite, and glass into a single, mechanically homogeneous structure with an all-ferrite recording surface. This surface is said to permit extremely hard surface finishes of unprecedented smoothness and flatness ensuring good head-tape contact and minimal head and tape wear. In addition, the absence of organic materials practically eliminates the problem of foreign particle build-up on the head surface thereby reducing the possibility of head induced dropouts and the amount of maintenance required to ensure reliable head and tape operation to a minimum. No relapping or recrowning is required for the life of the head. Ferroxcube Corp. of America, Saugerties, N. Y.

Circle No. 251 on Inquiry Card

**BINARY DISPLAYS**

Microminiature synchronous read-outs include a drive decoder module that provides binary to decimal conversion. The package utilizes silicon transistors and features forbidden code rejections with a standard input code of 8, 4, 2, 1. Once the input is accepted it will translate to decimal, and light one of eleven lamps to display the desired character. Industrial Electronic Engineers, Inc., Van Nuys, Cal.
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**TINY CHIP RESISTOR**

Subminiature chip resistors with a resistance range of 100 ohms to 250K measure as small as 0.110" by 0.110" by 0.010". Temperature coefficient is ±150 ppm. These resistors are said to be particularly suitable for use in integrated circuits or in printed circuitry. The resistor, which has solderable terminations, can also be mounted directly on a ceramic printed circuit board by heat sink attachment. Mepco, Inc., Morristown, N. J.
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Now the integrated circuit user can get all the flexibility and performance of an expensive, large scale IC test system in an accurate and reliable DC bench top analyzer.

The new MICA-150 Modular Integrated Circuit Analyzer tests all IC configurations of up to 40 pins with unique programming, fast pushbutton sequencing and built-in DVM readout.

Fast, Versatile Programming Two independent 10x40 crossbar switches and rapid pushbutton sequencing provide up to 40 tests on a single device without re-programming. For example, it's now quick and easy to check a 10 pin device using four completely different test programs without resetting any switches to advance the test from pin-to-pin or program-to-program. Additional flexibility allows the built-in DVM to measure current on one pin of the device and voltage on another—all pre-programmed.

Universal Test Adapters Through use of universal test adapters, the MICA-150 is designed to check ICs according to the number of pins of a particular package, not device or circuit type. Adapters are available for diode, transistor, TO-5, flat-pack, dual in-line and other package configurations, and can also be provided for Kelvin connections.

Accurate Digital Readout Specifically designed for the MICA-150 analyzer, the built-in Digital Volt/Ammeter has a conservatively rated readout accuracy of 0.1% with a four digit display. Other features include automatic ranging and polarity selection, self-calibration, automatic voltage or current readout selection. Measures currents as low as 1 nanoamp, voltages to 1 mv.

Modular Design Modular construction allows users to select an economical, customized tester without obsolescence problems. Maximum capacity of eight function generators permits later expansion, including modules for AC and pulse testing, without additional modifications.

Variable Soak Time Marginal device operation can be easily detected through use of an adjustable test time control which provides a period for thermal stabilization prior to measurement. A continuous position on the control allows parameters to be varied while observing results.

Precision, Wide Range Power Supplies Highly precise supplies utilize multi-turn calibrated potentiometer controls with high resolution and repeatability. Constant current supplies are continuously variable from 0-100 ma with voltage compliance adjustable to 100v. Constant voltage supplies are variable from 0-100v with automatic current limiting to 100 ma to provide device protection.
WRITE for this FREE 36 page catalog describing our complete line of card-mounted digital microcircuits. Brochure contains logic diagrams, connections, performance data, power supplies and card drawers. NEW price sheet is also included.

VITRO ELECTRONICS
Producers of NEMS-CLARKE Equipment
A Division of Vitro Corporation of America
919 Jesup-Blair Drive • Silver Spring, Maryland (301) 585-1000
2301 Pontius Avenue • Los Angeles 64, California (213) 477-6717
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NEW PRODUCTS

IC COUNTER/DISPLAYS

Complete line of integrated circuit counters and displays is available in either building block form or as custom counter and display systems. The forward counter features a 25 MHz decade divider utilizing TTL integrated circuitry for increased reliability and noise immunity. The bi-directional counter has reversing capability up to 5 MHz. The counters can be used individually or in conjunction with continuous or latching displays. Transistor Electronic Corp., Wakefield, Mass.
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DIGITAL RECORDER

New digital recorder with 18-column capacity, prints at rates up to 20 lines per second. According to the manufacturer, high reliability has been designed into the recorder by a reduction in the number of moving parts and by careful design of those that are used. For example, the recorder has a photoelectric coding system in place of rotating electrical contacts, and there is no "start-stop" inked-ribbon mechanism. Acoustical noise level, a problem with digital recorders in this speed class, is said to be below that of an electric typewriter. The digital recorder converts binary-coded decimal data into printed decimal form on paper similar to that used in adding machines. Sixteen different characters can be printed in each column. Changes in format and coding are made simply and economically without requiring circuit changes. Hewlett-Packard, Palo Alto, Cal.
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PRESSURE MEASUREMENTS

A new instrument system allows conversion of pressure measurements to digital code, with resolution as high as one part in 300 thousand. Repeatability is as high as two parts in 300 thousand. Pressure measurement limits for the system are from one micron to 50,000 pounds per square inch. Applications of the system include digital printout of transducer calibrations; digital readout of pressures versus time for microbarometry; measurements at remote locations, with wired or telemetered data transmission to a central location; remote readings of pressures measured in hostile environments (e.g. high radiation levels); measurement of pressures where the measurements will be used in data processing; measurements where pressure versus time plots must be made; or any application where accurate readings must be made. Data may be printed out, punched on card or tape, or entered directly into a computer system. Texas Instruments, Houston, Texas.

CARD EDGE CONNECTORS

Card edge connectors accept single or double-sided printed circuit cards 1/16" thick with pads on 0.156", 0.150", 0.125", or 0.100" centers. These connectors, available in a variety of configurations, house from 15 to 86 phosphor bronze contacts with selective gold-over-nickel plating. The long bifurcated cantilever contacts have smooth insertion and withdrawal characteristics and provide two points of contact with each printed circuit pad for reliability. The one piece insulators are molded from diallyl phthalate, phenolic, or other thermosetting plastics, and have a protective closed-entry design. Amp Inc., Harrisburg, Pa.

We make either standardized custom readers

or customized standard readers

A standard Remex Tape Reader is a pretty specialized piece of equipment. And we’ve probably got one that’ll perform for you like it was made to order. But maybe you’re after something a bit exotic. A new system, a new application, a whole new idea. In that case, we can build your reader from the ground up. And we’ll build it with the same know-how, the same efficiency and many of the same time-tested components that go into our standard designs. One way or the other, we’ll make sure the reader you get does everything you want it to do. Just tell us what you want. Call 213-772-5321 or write: 5250 W. El Segundo Blvd., Hawthorne, California 90250.
PHOTOELECTRIC SHAFT ENCODERS

Through use of integrated circuits, a new line of direct reading, natural binary, photoelectric shaft encoders features completely self-contained electronics. Units are available in 3 standard diameters of 2.5 in., 5.5 in., and 10 in. with resolution and accuracy to 15 digits, 19 digits, and 20 digits per revolution, respectively. In addition to size and weight reduction, incorporation of integrated circuits significantly improves reliability and permits operation of these encoders over a temperature range from \(-55^\circ\text{C}\) to \(+125^\circ\text{C}\). For industrial applications, the new line is also available in low cost models with an operating temperature range of \(0^\circ\text{C}\) to \(+70^\circ\text{C}\). Wayne-George Corp., Newton, Mass.
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HYBRID COMPUTING SYSTEM

A new completely-integrated medium-scale hybrid computing system, designated the EAI 690, is expected to find principal application in the aerospace, bio-medical, process, and education fields. Specific system and software packages have been planned for each industry, though the basic system is general-purpose. Digitally, the system offers a 16-bit instruction and data word plus protect bit, a protected core memory with 32,768 word storage capacity, a 1.65 micro-second memory cycle time, a repertoire of 62 instructions, multi-level interrupt capabilities, and a capacity to communicate with up to 64 peripheral devices. Maximum I/O rate is 1.2-million 8-bit bytes per second. In the analog portion of the system, the user is provided high dynamic and static accuracy, 500 kc bandwidth operational amplifiers, a system pre-wired for expansion to 156 analog amplifiers, extensive parallel logic capability, servo-set pots, and low (10-volt) power requirements. High-speed data transfer, monitoring and control interface, and logic control linkage are provided by the linkage system. It enables the digital system to perform all the functions required for automatic set-up, check-out, and operation of the analog system. It also minimizes the number of digital instructions required to produce information transfer while maintaining the program flexibility necessary for a hybrid system. Prices of 690 systems will range between approximately \$110,000-$300,000, with the average operational system priced at about \$200,000-$250,000. Electronic Associates, Incorporated, West Long Branch, N. J.
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KEYBOARD-PERFORATOR

High-speed keyboard-perforator unit was designed for the graphic arts industry. The keyboard contains 54 keys arrayed exactly as found on a high quality electric typewriter rather than the 64-70 keys normally encountered on the graphic arts version of tape perforator keyboards. The unit produces all the codes required for computer justification of the tape by single stroke operation of the keys except for quad (line location) functions which require a double stroke; and character, word, or sentence deletion which require one, two, or three strokes of the delete key, respectively. The keyboard can accept input at 15 characters/second average and combinations of any two characters at a significantly higher rate. All character keys are mechanically interlocked and there is a single character mechanical memory to permit storage of a character if it is entered before the cycle on the previous character is completed. Teletypesetter code is standard for the graphic arts applications, however, the unit is optionally available in any five, six or seven level code to satisfy the need of graphic arts or other applications requiring information and control tapes. Connecticut Technical Corp., Hartford, Conn.
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CRT FIBER OPTICS

A new cathode ray tube faceplate consists of a fiber optic band across the center of the plate, with clear glass on either side to complete the disc. This arrangement is said to provide a cost advantage by limiting the fiber optics only to the area used. The fiber optic faceplate brings the CRT image to the front surface, eliminating parallax. Thus, photo contact prints may be made or the image may be viewed through a translucent overlay, such as a map or grid. The faceplate is available up to 10 inches in diameter, with the fiber optic insert up to 5 inches wide. The insert is glass solder sealed to the clear glass filler segments for vacuum tight integrity. The fiber optic portion may be ground and polished flush with the fillers or, where greater thickness is needed, may be stepped on the outside. The fiber optic segment may have a numerical aperture from 0.3 to greater than 1.0; fiber size is available from 5 to 30 microns. Chicago Aerial Industries, Inc., Barrington, Ill.

Circle No. 238 on Inquiry Card
REED RELAYS

Ultra-miniature reed relay occupies about 0.055 cubic inches per pole. It is believed to be the world’s smallest reed relay. Twenty-five 4 pole units can be mounted on a 3½” x 6½” printed circuit board. Units incorporate glass reed switches mounted in a glass-filled nylon protective frame. They are encapsulated in a stress-free compound which has virtually the same thermal coefficient of expansion as glass. Contacts are rated and specified at a full 4 watts although in-plant testing is said to have resulted in over 14 million operations MGFF at a full 7 watts. Wheelock Signals, Inc., Long Branch, N. J.
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SOLID-STATE PROGRAMMER

A new multiple output solid-state programmer utilizes integrated circuits to perform logic and counting functions to control, in a selectable time sequence, the operation of semi-automatic machines, process control equipment, recording, and tracking systems. The programmer initiates and terminates timing cycles, with duration as low as hundredths of a second and up to 29.9 seconds, to an accuracy of one millisecond. It not only provides these short program periods to the required accuracy, but also accommodates any special requirements such as program holds or interrupts. Modular plug-in construction supplies maximum flexibility for adaption to the particular requirements of user installations. Input power required is one amp of 115 vac, 60 Hz. Leach Corp., Los Angeles, Calif.
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ANALOG-TO-DIGITAL CONVERTERS

A new series of analog-to-digital converters features 6, 8, 10 and 12 bit accuracies and conversion speeds up to 83,000 per second. These converters operate on the principle of successive trial-and-error voltage comparisons; i.e., a precision reference voltage is automatically varied in a binary fashion until its amplitude equals that of the input analog signal. The conversion cycle is then halted and the resulting binary value of the reference voltage attenuation represents the value of the input signal directly. Special features of the converters include integrated circuit units mounted on miniature plug-in boards, pushbutton self-calibration capability, modular construction, and ease of installation. The unit is enclosed in a compact, KB size MIL-T-27 can. Sequential Electronic Systems, Inc., Elmsford, N. Y.
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The Model 1300 Electronic Storage Unit provides buffer storage of standard 5, 6, 7, or 8 level telegraph information. It is ideally suited to function as an "on-line" interface between telegraph circuits operating at different speeds or to store routine messages necessitated by busy circuits or high priority traffic. The unit is intended to directly replace conventional electro-mechanical punched paper tape equipment now used for similar purposes. Basic storage capacity... 14,400 bits (2,400 5-level characters). Input is standard Serial 5, 6, 7, or 8 level teleprinter code, 60-200 wpm. Output is standard Serial 5, 6, 7, or 8 level teleprinter code, 60-200 wpm. Solid-state digital design occupying 3 1/2" of standard 19" relay rack.

Model 1300 Electronic Storage Unit / $2400.00 FOB / Frederick, Md. / 90 days delivery

FREDERICK ELECTRONICS CORPORATION
HAYWARD ROAD, FREDERICK, MD. 21701
PHONE: 301-662-5901
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FUNCTIONAL TEST MODULES

A line of 20 MHz test modules for memory testing, telemetry timing, and circuit evaluation is packaged in building-block form to provide high-performance signal parameters for both bench testing and systems applications. Functions of the various modules can be combined for a wide variety of timing (trigger, sync, delay, width) and pulse (rise time, fall time, amplitude) controls. The new line is expected to lower costs by permitting the engineer to specify only the hardware required for his custom system. As requirements change, the system can be expanded and modified with additional plug-in modules. The new "Series 2000" includes a trigger module, a timing module, positive and negative current driver modules, and two enclosures, one with and one without power. Additional modules to be released shortly include a current/voltage calibrator, wide-band amplifier, discriminator, high-performance voltage drivers, sense switch, driver switch, and programmable units. All modules measure 5 x 2 3/4 x 10 inches. Both front and rear logic connections provide added wiring versatility. The modules also feature open and short-circuit protection with an operating temperature range from 0 to 50C. Honeywell, Computer Control Div., Framingham, Mass.
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MAGNETIC DISC MEMORY

Magnetic disc memory is a random-access storage device of the header-track type, available with capacities up to 16,896,000 bits. The unit uses a maximum of four 12" diameter magnetic discs rotating on a common shaft as the storage medium. Average access time is 17 milliseconds and transfer rate is 1 mc. Eight-track flying heads are held in contact with the discs when the unit is not operating. When the discs are up to speed, the heads fly at a uniform spacing of 50 microinches. A maximum of 64 data tracks are used per disc surface. Computer Accessories Corporation, Goleta, Cal.
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Guaranteed to cure headaches

CEC's new line of magnetic recording heads can now eliminate the major pains of data recording. Such as rapid head wear, frequent cleaning and limited frequency response.

Fact is, CEC recording heads are guaranteed to have a life in excess of 1000 hours. In most cases, these heads will far surpass that figure with little or no indication of wear. And cleaning is seldom required.

Result: replacement costs have been dramatically reduced, and recorders (both analog and digital) can stay "on line" for far longer periods of time without repairs. Furthermore, recalibration of electronics is greatly reduced since head parameters are not subject to continual change due to wear.

The secret is due to CEC's unique, solid metal pole-tip design which completely eliminates the weakness of conventional lamination and rotary head design.

Other advantages:

CEC has more than 100 different recording heads to choose from, ranging from simple 2-channel audio types up to high performance 42-channel instrumentation models. And high frequency response has been extended as high as 2.0 MHz.

Furthermore, the mechanical specifications of every CEC head exceed IRIG standards.

For complete specifications and all the facts about this complete line of advanced recording heads, call your nearest CEC Field Office. Or write Consolidated Electrodynamics, Pasadena, California 91109. A subsidiary of Bell & Howell. Bulletin 1662-X3.

CEC/DATATAPE PRODUCTS

CEC/DATATAPE PRODUCTS
NEW PRODUCTS

TOGGLE SWITCH
With a minimum electric life of 40,000 cycles, a new subminiature toggle switch will serve virtually any manual switching requirement. Working terminals and contacts are solid coin silver for low resistance, low heating, and high capacity of 5 amperes at 115 VAC rating. Case material is general-purpose phenolic. C&K Components, Incorporated, Watertown, Mass.
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SHIFT REGISTERS
Two new types of shift registers are available in the recently developed “Micro-Electronic Modular Assembly (MEMA) package. They are the first of what will be a full line of standard circuits in the MEMA package. Advantages of the MEMA pack are described as permitting 275 monolithic circuits per cubic inch, reduced testing and assembly cost at both the component and system levels, and improved reliability as a result of reduced interconnection wiring. The two new shift registers are assembled with TTL logic elements and provide serial or parallel input and output, 1.0 MHz clock rate, and low power dissipation (190mW for the 20-bit register). Dimensions of the MEMA package are 1.0" x 0.75" x 0.08". Amelco Semiconductor, Mountain View, Cal.
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MEMORY EXERCISER
A general-purpose memory exerciser for production and development testing of sub-microsecond core memory systems provides a range of full cycle speeds from 400 nanoseconds to 500 milliseconds. The machine will test and stop on error memories with 100 nanosecond access time. It performs error check and generates a new address in 200 nanoseconds. Built with integrated circuits the exerciser generates up to 65,536 addresses of 40-bit words. At $19,500, the Model 3602 is said to be the lowest priced general-purpose exerciser currently available. The exerciser features timing stability of ±1 per cent and “jitter” of ±0.1 per cent. The highly accurate timing permits the user to substitute variable timing from the exerciser for fixed timing in the memory. In this way, the exerciser can be used to explore the design subtleties of memory hardware by investigating circuits and subassemblies with variable timing. Honeywell, Computer Control Div., Framingham, Mass.
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IN MULTIPLE-ELEMENT PACKAGES

MODULE-TRAN
- Manufactured to Your Specifications
- MODULE-TRAN Shown Above Contains 8 Transformers and 16 Diodes in 3/8 in.³
- Tooling Completed for Over 100 Different Cases
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INCREMENTAL INTERFACE
A highly versatile incremental recorder interface offers such features as selection of word length up to 8 digits, selection of record length up to 4,095 words, variable recording rate up to 400 characters per second, fixed data of 12 digits, internal or external sync, and choice of binary or BCD mode. Designed with portability in mind, the unit permits the coupling of a variety of digital source devices into an incremental recorder. The unit is supplied complete with mating cables. Digi-Data Corp., Bladensburg, Md.
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IN SPECIAL CASES

R-TRAN
- Molded Square Case
- Slightly Larger Than TO-5 Package
- Leads On 0.300 in. Square Grid
- Over 100 Other Cases Available
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FOR PRINTED CIRCUITS

hC-TRAN
- Low Cost
- Versatile Lead Arrangement
- Ferrite Toroid Core
- In Stock
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FOR INTEGRATED CIRCUITS

FLAT-TRAN
- Modified TO-91 Package
- 0.250 x 0.250 x 0.120 in.
- Gold-Plated Kovar Leads
- OCL Values to 200 µH
- In Stock
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Pulse Engineering is presently supplying over 800 manufacturers with 5000 designs, many of which are in stock.

Send for Complete Catalog

Pulse Engineering, Inc.
560 Robert Avenue
Santa Clara, California
Phone (408) 248-6040
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IC TEST HANDLER

Semi-automatic test handler for flat package integrated circuits accepts carriers, either manually loaded, or in magazines, presents them to test probes, and ejects them into a magazine (good units) or into a bulk bin for reject or second class units. Feeding of the carrier is manual by means of a tray and chute arrangement or automatic by means of carrier magazine. The magazine capacity is 100 carriers. Typical test rate is 2400 to 3200 devices per hour. Visual polarization of carrier is required when being manually loaded, however fail safe provisions are made for identification of improperly loaded carriers. Barnes Development Co., Lansdowne, Pa.
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PC REED ASSEMBLIES

Printed circuit board assemblies consist of the appropriate type and quantity of reed relays and associated components mounted and soldered on a printed circuit card. They are complete circuit packages ready for direct insertion into an edge-type connector. The card is 5½" x 6" (special sizes are available), made of copper-laminated epoxy-glass. A nickel gold plating is applied over the copper circuit paths after the boards have been etched. On double-sided boards, plate-through holes are used to interface connections. Gold-plated, bifurcated connectors are used. The terminals are spaced on 0.2 inch centers and are designed for solderless wrapped connections. Automatic Electric, Northlake, Ill.
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INFORMATION SYSTEMS
SCIENTISTS AND ENGINEERS

Bendix Research Laboratories has excellent career opportunities for B.S., M.S., and Ph.D. graduates with 2 to 15 years experience in one or more of the following key areas:

- **ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE**, pattern recognition, trainable systems, adaptive logic.
- **COHERENT OPTICAL PROCESSING**, holography, spatial filtering, optical correlation, electro-optical systems.
- **DIGITAL AND ANALOG COMPUTERS**, systems analysis, logic and circuit design, real-time computer control.
- **AUTOMATIC CONTROLS**, information theory, control theory, circuit and servo analysis, correlation techniques.
- **COMPUTER PROGRAMMING**, mathematical analysis, scientific computing.

Assignments involve research and development in automatic extraction of information from photographic records, image processing and analysis, adaptive and trainable control systems, digital and hybrid computing techniques, and advanced real-time computer control applications.

Located in progressive suburban Detroit. Call collect or send resume to Research Laboratories, The Bendix Corporation, Southfield, Michigan (313) 353-3500.

CIRCLE NO. 900 ON INQUIRY CARD

...did you say Systems Engineering the easy way?

RIGHT!!!

take a look at our DIGITAL & ANALOG integrated circuit logic cards.

.... ALL DELIVERED FROM STOCK

No need to design your own special purpose logic.

Available From:

CALIFORNIA SYSTEMS COMPONENTS, INC.
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Dialco Sub-Miniature Illuminated
PUSH BUTTON SWITCHES
and matching INDICATOR LIGHTS

can solve many indication problems for you!
Dialco silent, momentary type switches—with matching (or companion) lights can offer you the switching/indication combination you require.

Check these features:
Switching capabilities: require 24 oz. (approx.) operating force. Contact arrangements are S.P.S.T., normally open or normally closed; two circuit (one normally open, one normally closed).

Switch ratings: 3 amps, 125V AC; 3 amps, 30V DC (non-inductive). Switches are completely enclosed and independent of the lamp circuit.

Mounting: units are made for single hole (keyed) mounting in panels up to 3/16" thick; mount from back in 1/2" clearance hole.

Display capabilities: 1/2" or 3/4" interchangeable push-button caps are available, with round or square shape. Caps may be had with rotatable or non-rotatable feature with a choice of 7 color combinations.

Get all the data! Write for our new catalog today.
(illus. approx. 75% actual size)

DIALCO
Foremost Manufacturer of Indicator Lights

60 STEWART AVE., BROOKLYN, N.Y. 11237
AREA CODE 212 497-7600
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NEW PRODUCTS

MULTILAYER PRINTED CIRCUITS

A multilayer printed circuit board of 15 layers is intended for use in EDP systems applications. With multiple ground planes and signal circuits, it retains compact dimensions due to precision techniques which allows 7000 holes to be placed in an area only 10" by 18". The board, which is 0.065" in thickness, is fabricated to the Institute of Printed Circuit specifications. Methode Electronics, Incorporated, Printed Circuit Div., Chicago, Ill.
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CLOCK OSCILLATOR

Integrated circuit clock oscillator is a complete crystal oscillator enclosed in a proportional temperature control oven for superior frequency stability characteristics. The complete unit occupies 0.84 cubic inches and is said to outperform other oscillators many times its size. The Model 726 features a low aging, high reliability “Koldweld” crystal, integrated circuit oscillator, and proportional temperature control oven encapsulated in a metal case. Frequency range is 701-1000 KC with stability at ±8ppm over a temperature range of −55°C to +60°C. Output voltage at load is logic zero +0.2 ±0.2 VDC, logic one +2.8 VDC minimum. Wave form is square with 50/50 ±15% symmetry and 20 nanosecond typical rise time. Input to oscillator is 5 VDC ±10%, 15 MA. Oven input is 28 VDC, 20 MA at +55°C. Monitor Products Co., Inc., South Pasadena, Cal.
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CIRCULATION 15 / 10 000

GENERAL POWER CORPORATION

6056 WEST JEFFERSON BLVD. • LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA 90016 • 870-9591
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3C offers, to its customers, a total digital capability; to our professional engineers we offer a dramatic, dynamic growth potential. Continued market acceptance of our new DDP-516, DDP-416, and DDP-124 computers, I/C logic modules and core memory systems has created key opportunities for professional design engineers with experience in integrated circuits, high speed switching circuits and A/D-D/A circuitry to work on our next generation of digital equipment.

If you want growth, in a challenging atmosphere, call or wire collect, Mr. Martin Dorfman (617) 235-6220, or send your current resume to Honeywell, COMPUTER CONTROL DIVISION, Old Connecticut Path. Framingham, Massachusetts 01701.

Honeywell

To explore professional opportunities in other Honeywell locations, coast to coast, send your application in confidence to Mr. Fred G. Laing, Honeywell, Minneapolis 55408. An Equal Opportunity Employer
**computer men a winner be**

Digital Equipment Corporation makes general purpose computers for the physical sciences, life sciences, process control. They range from our brand new multiprogramming, time-sharing PDP-10 ($110K up) to our intimate, online real-time PDP-8/S (less than $10K). We're way ahead of the field and stretching our lead.

We need the best engineers we can find. If you're good — if you want to move out in front — we have a spot in the winner's circle ready and waiting. Send your resume to Robert Lassen, Digital Equipment Corporation, 146 Main Street, Maynard, Massachusetts 01754. Or call him collect (Area Code 617) TW7-8821, Extension 600.

**Electrical Servo Design Engineers**
Engineering degree or equivalent, with two years solid state servo design work.

**Circuit Design Engineers**
2-4 years designing digital computer circuits. Responsibility complete from design to production release.

**Test Equipment Design Engineers**
Experience testing computers or designing test equipment for computers. Logic design experience important, some programming helpful.

**Logic Design Engineers**
To work with unique module and computer logic. 2-4 years experience in related areas.

**Application Engineers**
Customer-oriented men who want to work with scientists, because that's where the computers go. Travel required.

**Module Sales Engineers**
With engineering degree or equivalent. 1-3 years sales experience. Openings around the country.

**Senior Sales Engineers**
For computer systems selling. Engineering degree or equivalent required. Openings in New York, California, New Jersey, and in the midwest. 3 years experience.

**Sales Engineers**
With engineering degree, 1 year experience in computer technology. Openings around the country.

An Equal Opportunity Employer [M/F]

**NEW PRODUCTS**

**BAR CODE READER/SORTER**
A bar code reader/sorter enables the high-speed sorting of ordinary paper documents with the accuracy and economy previously available only with punched card sorting equipment. The use of ordinary paper results in substantial savings in paper, printing and mailing costs. The unit sorts intermixed paper documents ranging in size from 2 3/4" by 3 3/4" to 4 1/2" by 8 1/2" and in weight from 12-pound paper to card stock at a speed of 1800 per minute. With an optional, second paper transport operating simultaneously, the effective throughput is increased to 3600 documents per minute. Because the reader/sorter uses vacuums and air pressure to separate and control paper, it can process paper that is folded, crumpled, dog-eared, stapled, or torn. It will mis-sort no more than 0.001 per cent of the documents, or only one in one hundred thousand. As the paper documents move through the reader/sorter at 400 inches per second, they pass by a reading station with an ultraviolet light source. The unit reads and interprets fluorescent bar codes at rates up to 144,000 characters per minute and routes each document to one of 12 output pockets. The bar codes, which can represent numeric or alphanumeric data, can be printed on either side of the documents by conventional printing means. Recognition Equipment, Inc., Dallas, Texas.

Circle No. 286 on Inquiry Card

**SPEECH DELAY SYSTEM**
A new speech delay system uses magnetostrictive delay lines as the delay medium. The system is said to combine high performance delay lines with new modulation techniques to provide the required delays in a solid state system of extreme reliability and long life. A brief summary of performance specifications includes delay time to 100 ms or more; frequency response within ±1 db, 20Hz to 20kHz; dynamic range 0 to -40 dbm; and distortion of 5% maximum. Unit mounts in a 19" relay rack and is powered by common dc voltages. Digital Devices, Inc., Syosset, L. I., N. Y.

Circle No. 280 on Inquiry Card

**BINARY CODE SWITCH**
Compact switching matrix for memory, programming, data, voice, and broadband switching applications offers 2,040 switching contacts in 670 cubic inches. Switch includes ten modules, each with 17 multiple positions having 12 make contacts per position. Maximum power voltage is 56V, minimum 44V. The Ericsson Corp., New York, N. Y.

Circle No. 284 on Inquiry Card

CIRCLE NO. 901 ON INQUIRY CARD
The professional who can relate state-of-the-art miniaturization techniques to space systems technology stands ten feet tall at

RAYTHEON'S SPACE and INFORMATION SYSTEMS DIVISION

We're pushing ahead, pacing space technology with growth programs in Advanced Guidance Computer Systems, Radar Systems, Communications Systems, and Re-entry Systems. Our continuing long-term programs have created many new career opportunities for professionals in these fields. We offer positions of stature in such challenging programs as the space-borne guidance computers for the Apollo Command Module and Lunar Excursion Module, the Advanced Polaris A-3, and the Poseidon Fleet Ballistic Missile Programs.

Men who can contribute toward advancing the state-of-the-art are urged to explore the following immediate positions:

COMPUTER MEMORY ENGINEERS — Design magnetic memory systems utilizing non-destructive read-out devices and coincident — current core memories.

COMPUTER LOGIC ENGINEERS — Design and evaluate logic for aerospace computers including arithmetic units, input-output equipment and memories.

DIGITAL CIRCUIT ENGINEERS — Design a variety of digital circuits and subsystems using integrated circuits, field effect devices, thin films and thick films.

ANALOG CIRCUIT ENGINEERS — Circuit/subsystems design with emphasis on microminiatuization for guidance electronic systems ranging from video to DC and micro-amps to amps.

RECEIVER CIRCUIT ENGINEERS — Design and test solid state analog circuits for I. F., high power high frequency applications involving pulse compression techniques, video display and signal processing.

MICROWAVE ENGINEERS — Design and analyze microwave receivers or transmitters, participate in trade-off analyses and predict component behavior in space environment.

COMPONENT FAILURE ANALYSIS ENGINEERS — Perform physical analysis of semiconductor micrologic components, particularly integrated circuits or planar transistors.

If you are interested in pursuing career opportunities at Raytheon please forward your resume including salary data to:

John C. Jones, Employment Mgr., Dept. 0, Space and Information Systems Division, 528 Boston Post Rd., Sudbury, Mass. 01776.
"BOOTSTRAP" (noun).

To a programmer this word has its standard technical meaning, of course. In terms of your career outlook too, the first steps are a bootstrap kind of an operation. You've got to pull yourself up and make the first move.

You probably know that UNIVAC is the number one technical leader in the computer field. You may also have heard that we are on the grow and looking for top flight engineers and technicians right now in . . .

- Advanced Electronic Circuit Studies
- Integrated Circuits and Thin Film Studies
- Ultra-High Speed Integrated Circuit Interconnections
- Computer Manufacturing Engineering
- Advanced Mechanical Design Engineering—Rotating Apparatus

But the bootstrap effort has to come from you. If you have the initiative to write us outlining your qualifications and experience, as well as what you hope to grow into in the future, we'll do our part and tell you everything we can about opportunities here.

Write today and make an appointment with tomorrow.

UNIVAC
DIVISION OF SPERRY RAND CORPORATION
data processing division
2276 highcrest drive
roseville, minn. 55113
telephone 612-633-6170
An equal opportunity employer M/F

LITERATURE

Pushbutton Switches

A 22-page catalog contains detailed information and illustrations on the modular design of new pushbutton switches and fully describes the basic module elements, module functions, and assemblies as well as accessories. The catalog shows how the modules can be used in an almost infinite number of combinations to solve a wide variety of switching problems. Complete mechanical, electrical, and environmental specifications are included. Centralab, Milwaukee, Wisc.

Circle No. 312 on Inquiry Card

Digital Readouts

New booklet describing a line of optimum contrast illuminated digital readouts discusses the features of the units from two viewpoints — display features: extreme brilliance (average 1000 foot lamberts), wide angle viewing, and clarity; and equipment features: space weight efficiency, low voltage operation, the use of light pipe segments, and ease of maintenance. Also contained in the booklet is a presentation of the operating principles of the seven segmented bar readout and a chart of the characters produced. Tung-Sol Div., Wagner Electric Corp., Newark, N. J.

Circle No. 320 on Inquiry Card

Tubaxial Fans

Literature describes a new line of 6" tubaxial fans. The fans deliver up to 429 CFM and are capable of working against static pressures up to 0.88 in. Designed for application in computer, data processing, communications, and test gear, these fans feature quiet long life operation and comply with all applicable military specifications. Eastern Air Devices, Dover, N. H.

Circle No. 329 on Inquiry Card

Aerospace Corporation performs systems engineering and provides technical direction for the U.S. Government on military space and missile programs.

COMPUTER SYSTEM ARCHITECT
Assist in providing technical direction for studies determining the proper computer architectures required to satisfy a broad range of weapon functions. Relate software structure to computer organization and assimilate the effects of batch fabrication techniques on computer organization. Perform individual research in computer organization theory and practice.

RADIATION HARDENING SCIENTIST
Perform general studies on selected guidance computer hardening problems. Should have a good foundation in circuit design, computer organization, and desire to learn fundamentals of interaction of nuclear radiation with circuit components. Will provide contractor technical direction in these areas. Perform individual research in related topics.

COMPUTER TECHNOLOGIST
Perform technology surveys to define future computer requirements. Will provide technical direction in support of advanced weapon systems. Typical assignments will include definition of evaluation procedures for computer prototypes, preparation of computer and acceptance test specifications, and monitoring testing activities. Should have a strong background in the design aspects of computers and their application to real-time computational problems and be motivated to have a general understanding of software development problems.

SCIENTIFIC PROGRAMMER
Assist in the formation and solution of problems arising in missile and re-entry vehicles engineering. Responsibilities include the analysis, programming, debugging, and direction of computer solution.

If you have an advanced degree and a minimum of five years experience, contact Aerospace Corporation, an equal opportunity employer. Write to T. E. Newburg P.O. Box 249 San Bernardino, California.
careers in micro-electronics/computer technology

Why base your career on just one interview?
EUROPEAN and NATIONWIDE CHOICE
N. Y., N. J., NEW ENGLAND, WASHINGTON, D.C., PHILA., MINNESOTA, TEXAS, HUNTSVILLE, FLA., ARIZONA, CALIFORNIA AND OTHERS

Contact us if you have some experience or interest in any of the following:

☐ Newest Memory Dvmt.—Cryogenics, Thin Films/Magnetics, Multi-aperture Cores, Delay Lines, Disk Files
☐ Micro-Electronics Design/Dvmt.—Devices, Circuitry, Components, Systems
☐ Solid State Circuitry—State of the Art Technique Dvmt., New Uses for Available Modules
☐ Logic and Digital Design
☐ Semi-Conductor Engineering
☐ Solid State Materials Technology

Unusually interesting Senior Staff and Managerial Positions Available to $22,000

Newest
Computer Systems
Development/Logic
Design & Circuitry

Send in your resume and wait, wait, wait.

BOSTON
Lindsay H. Caldwell
Professional Bldg.
Baker Ave.
W. Concord, Mass.
phone: (617) 369-6660

NEW YORK
Robert J. Bandini
18 East 41st St.
Room 1501
New York, N.Y. 10017
phone: (212) 685-5854

CHICAGO
Brent Salmon
410 N. Michigan Avenue
Chicago 11, Illinois
phone: (312) 467-6240

DETROIT
James Stem
424 Book Bldg.
Detroit 26, Michigan
phone: (313) 467-3238

LOS ANGELES
David Barton
672 So. Lafayette Park Pl.
Los Angeles 57, California
phone: (213) 382-1121

SAN FRANCISCO
David Barton
672 So. Lafayette Park Pl.
Los Angeles 57, California
phone: (213) 382-1121

No need to. Phone us in the morning; have information that night.
You will be called by one of our Managers, who will discuss your goals and how they can be fulfilled at Control Data Corporation.

Government Systems Division, in suburban Minneapolis, has grown into new market areas, creating opportunities in the areas of:

SYSTEMS ENGINEERING
Responsibilities in ASW and Ship Systems programs. Must be able to convey military requirements and problems to systems engineers for EDP solution.

SYSTEMS PROGRAMMING
Opportunity to work with command-control problems and new program techniques, including multiprocessor concepts, executive and monitor programs, and man-machine interface.

ENGINEERING WRITING
Prepare operation and maintenance manuals for complex military computer systems.

CIRCUIT DESIGN
Specify, design, and finalize circuits for military computer systems. Conduct trade-off studies for optimization of subsystems and total systems with both integrated circuits and discrete components.

If you have a degree, one to four years of related experience, and a professional interest, don’t wait.
Call us today.

Where success creates opportunity
CONTROL DATA CORPORATION

GOVERNMENT SYSTEMS DIVISION
3101 East 80th Street
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55440
Tel.: (612) 888-5555, Ext. 4800
An equal opportunity employer
That's a good feeling isn't it…

... being involved in work to such a degree that time disappears. It makes work seem like anything but work.

You know how it happens. A tough problem discussed with a co-worker. He makes a couple of suggestions and you make headway. When you look up at the clock again, it's 7:30.

Or, one more step to do before everything falls into place. As you work, you wonder about the final results. Late at night you find out — and the project's completed.

If you're that sort of a person, or if you like the idea of becoming that involved in your work, you'll be welcomed at Honeywell. There are as many chances to become involved in your work as there are openings in the areas listed below.

ENGINEERING
Electrical Engineering Industrial Design
Reliability Engineering Senior Systems Engineering

SOFTWARE
Openings in all areas of software
Please forward your resume to Mr. Curt Collison

Honeywell ELECTRONIC DATA PROCESSING
200 SMITH ST., DEPT. CD-5, WALThAM, MASS. 02154

Opportunities exist at other Honeywell Divisions. Send resume to F. E. Laing, Honeywell, Minneapolis 8, Minnesota. An equal opportunity employer.
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now...you can package a 5-DIGIT display with DECODING in 2 1/2 inches

BURROUGHS MINIATURE NIXIE® TUBE DECODER DRIVERS, BIP-9203/BIP-9201

- Compatible with integrated circuits
- Accept 4-line 8-4-2-1 BCD inputs (positive or negative logic)
- 0.3" character display

Standard Size NIXIE tube decoder/drivers

- Accept 4-line or 8-line 8-4-2-1 BCD inputs (positive or negative logic)
- Complete assemblies available
- 0.6" character display
- Have dimming and blanking capabilities
- Compatible with integrated circuits.

For additional information contact Burroughs Corporation, Electronic Components Division, P.O. Box 1226, Department D, Plainfield, New Jersey 07061.

Burroughs Corporation
What a line!

The broadest, most complete array of perforated tape readers available.
25 to 1000 char/sec....mechanical and photoelectric.

And that’s no line!

Not shown, Models 500 RM, 500 RF, and 500 T photoreaders which operate at up to 1000 char/sec in the search mode, 500 char/sec synchronously and 200 char/sec asynchronously. Model 500 RM is a full MIL-SPEC reader, Model 500 T requires external reeling. All photoreaders work without pinch rollers, friction brakes or solenoids. For complete information, call your full-service Tally sales engineer (see EEM) or write Tom Tracy, Tally Corporation, 1310 Mercer Street, Seattle, Washington 98109. In the U.K. and Europe, address Tally Europe, Ltd., Radnor House, 1272 London Road, London, S.W. 16, England.

Circle 75 on inquiry card.